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-Walt Kelly 
.. 
Ithaca, New York, May S, 1972 
Giap-Cahral:The Past-The Future 
Carpenter Hall to prom.ate their 
"By leaving Giap-Cabral Hall at this 
11me we seek to focus undivided 
aucntion upon the substance of our 
do:mands. We wish to establish greater 
mutual contact with the community 
and to unite more fully with it in 
forcing the University to address itc;elf 
10 our demands ... We further believe 
that the occupation has outlived its 
u,cfulness as a tactic." 
· humanitarian ends in other ways. 
Considering the continual 
implementation of ad hoc organization 
and the "duplicity and bad faith" 
registered by the Cornell administration, 
sevc:ral integral members of tho: takeover 
termed the action ··a complek succes~" 
du.: to the resulting elevation of 
awareness throughout thl.:' Cornl'II and 
Ithaca Collc:gl' campu~e~ a, wo:11 a, tho: 
Ithaca comm unit, .. 
Everything hcgan at 12:JO p.m. last 
Wednesday. when a µroup of 135 
students broke abruptly from a march 
headed for Barton Hall and occupkd 
Carpo:nter Hall, tho: School of 
Engineering. Thc:y stood by a set oi 
do:mands which indudo:d I) that Corno:11 
,\o:ronautical LJboratory 1mmo:diatcly 
cease conduct 1ng research for the 
Departmcnt of Oo:fo:nso: and other 
agendes for tho: Do:partment of Defrnsc: 
and other agc:nc1es contribut·mg to tho: 
war effort: 2) that tho: University "nwh· 
a binding 1.:ommit nwnt" to c:nd ROTC 
activities on i.:ampus. while i.:ontmuin!,! 
to award financial aid to studcnh now 
rc:1.:0:ivmg ROTC scholar,h1ps and 3) th.II 
l hl' Board of Trusto:cs "ust• thc-1r 
position a, (;ulf stol·kholdo:r, to lor1.:c: 
Campu, Affair, Vtl'l' l'rc-s1dc:nt W1l11am 
Gurowill tand h1' ··s1111k" button) to 
Provo,! Rohc:rl Plant· to Corno:11 
Pr.:sidl•nt Dale R. Cor,on would only 
.. discuss·· till' 1s,uc:, thJl prl·c1p11atc:d 
till' takeover .ind wc:rc: morc: ..:oni.:o:rncd 
wllh rcmovlll!,! thl' dl'lll01htr,1tor, 111 .1 
non-v1olc111 WJy. 
,\l X. 15 ,1111. on I hur,da~. Pl.1110: 
notiticd thc· o,,up.111h thJI JII Curncll 
, tu d l' n t, 111 I he hu1ltllll!! would hl' 
10: m por:iril~ ,u,pcnlkd whil,· Jny,,nc 
cl,t' 1n,1de would be rt·lcrrc:d to 
a ll l h O I I I I l", d O \\ 11 I O \\ 11 :\ } I h O ll !,! h 
acl·onlm)! to l'l.1m· I hl' dt:l·t,1,111 ro ,o:nd 
the ,u,pc11'10n onlt'r \\,I~ 111.idl' Jlll'r 1h,· 
In th.: shadow of unfrding 
·. ,iraining order~. suspension notn:e~. 
. ,urt injunction~ and conl.:mpt 
. ·.11ions. and iinally witnessing th.: .:ver 
,unting e>..l.:rnal pn.:ssurl· mfiltrate its 
··b·. the rc:maining 75-100 members of 
Giap-Cabral group vacated 
Gulf out of Portugal', colonil'~." 
Th.- ocL·upanh rl"mainc-d firm m their 
dl•mand, and rl•solwd to stay wit hm t hl' 
nc:wly diri,tc'lll'd Giap-Cahral llall 
( namc-d aftl'r two Third World fro:cdom 
fighkrs) until tho: Umvcrsllv cntcrl·d 
1ntn "sl·r1ous ncgollon,". llowcvl'r. 
u n I Vl' rs1 t y , pokl'Sl11<'11 rangm!,!' from 
-...:..__ 
.. 
Continued on Page 1 O 
Photo courtesy of the Cornell Sun 
The Bail Fund· In· Ithaca 
Half of the people who arc arrested 
in-Ithaca are students. The Ithaca Bail 
Fund and its offshot,, the Cornell Bail 
Project arc organizations which aim to 
help those people, students and 
non-students who need bail money. The 
Ithaca Bail Fund, IBF, was organized 
approximately a year and a half ago by 
a group of people who recognized the 
need for bail reform in Ithaca. 
The idea for the organization came 
from Rochester, where the first bail 
fund in upper New York State wa~ 
started. The purpose of all bail fund 
projects is to "try to bring about reform 
nationally, statewide, and locally", 
according to Herb Pitts, current 
president of the Cornell Bail Project. 
The major premise that both the IBF 
and the Cornell Bail Project operate 
under is that no one should be placed in 
jail merely because they cannot raise 
money for bail. Under the United States 
Constitution, everyone is supposed to 
be innocent until proven guilty, but if 
someone is arrested and incarcerated 
because they cannot raise· bail, they arc 
in fact judged guilty before they have a 
chance to prove their innocence. 
The lth"aca Bail Fund tries to remedy 
this situation both by bailing people 
out, and by providing education in legal 
matters. Aside from providing bail 
money, lBF has family support services 
wherein members of the prisoner's 
family may have rides arranged for 
them. In addition, baby-sitting for 
inmates' children through big brother 
and big sister type programs has been 
initiated and IBF encourages student 
assistance in this area specifically. 
On Friday May fifth, the Cornell Bail 
Project is sponsoring a nickel and book 
drive to raise money to pay for bail. 
Presently the bail organizations do not 
have enough funds to pay for bail in 
felony cases; they hope to raise money 
for this by tomorrow's drive. The books 
may be delivered to Egbert Union, 
Willard Straight or the Store Front at 
140 West State Street. They will be 
delivered promptly to the understocked 
prison libraries. 
The nickel and book drive will run 
off and on for two or three Saturdays. 
Consider: 
I) The Ithaca Bail Fund and its 
related organizations bail out over 
50% of those accused of crimes in this 
arc-a 
2J·were ii not for the Ithaca Bail 
Fund, those Tompkins County Jail 
inmates would still be suffering the-
same abuses that led to the March 
3 I st re bcllion 
3) that inmates have an extremely 
difficult time living like human beings 
once they arc incarcerated 
4) that a nickel or an old book isn't 
such a great sacrifice. 
When you 're walking through the 
Union tomorrow and you sec the t1;1ble 
set up for the Cornell Bail Project 
consider the freedom you enjoy and 
others don't. Make the effort. 
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liberate 
Mozambique 
by Bunny Harris 
There arc three main ideas or 
t rJnsplants that the lihcration 
·m,wcmcnt of Portuguese colonies, 
FRELIMO, wants to instill in the 
freed an:as of Mozambique. This 
is according to Robert v·an 
Lierop, a photo-journalist who• 
lectured and showed slides taken 
of the liberated areas of 
Mola1i1biquc Tuesday night. Last 
year Brother Van L1crop travelled 
for several weeks with the people 
of ~1ozamh1que a, they continued 
their struggk· agamst Portuguese 
colonial rule. 
:\ccord1ng to Brother V.an 
Lierop. the first transplant 1s the 
survival of the cont111uadore,, the 
children, ~omc of who,c parent, 
arc fightmg ,,r have died 111 the 
WJI. ThL·~o: children arc not 
helpk·,~ little people who must 
wait to grow up to pJrt1c1pate. 
From an early age they me 
imcorporatcd into the ~p1rit of the 
rcvolullon ,o that a~ adulb their 
past cxpcncncc, will all have heen 
rcvolullonary. The} learn to live 
off the land as their parcnh do. 
The) learn lo use weapons a~ their 
p a r c n t ~ d o . ·1 h c I r w h o I c 
11H.loctr111ation center~ around 
playing and lc,1rn111g I\ dune 
togL·thcr to pro:vo:nt 111div1dualist1c 
thought that might lead lo action~ 
that arL' hcncl1c1al to the 
ind1v1dual. detrimental t11 thL' 
group. ·1 he children art· taught to 
respe"t any ind1v1dual, no lllJtl er 
what his .. handicap", a, lung a~ he 
contributes I 00',,, of himself. 
The ~ccond transplant is the 
Photo bY 
Scott Peril 
dissemination of a national 
culture throughout the liberated 
areas. Brother Van Lierop says . · 
that the songs and dances, even 
though customary, now have a -
thoroughly political meaning 
when performed. To decrease the 
possih1lity of having .tribal 
conflicts interfere with the real 
thrust behind ihe struggle: the 
guerilla army 1s made up of people 
from all nine prov1n1.:cs of. 
Mozambique. FRELll\10 is very 
serious and docs not allow anyone 
who 1s not Mozambiquan to live 
and work in the liberated areas. 
The third transplant involves 
agm:ultural growth. The enemy is 
, continually dcstroymg the land to 
f o rec the guerillas out of the 
country and into the cities. 
Rather than hcing able to live off 
the· land, the dty 1.:auscs 
dcp~ndcncc upon a ,ystcm for 
food. One of the jobs a soldier 
docs when he 1s not fighting is to 
plant seeds. TlHS also helps to 
al1cv1alc the dependence ·the 
f1ghtl·r~. have on casava, a 
1<,w-protcin staple. 
In Hrother Van Licrop\ slides 
can he ~ccn the determination ol 
the people. of Mozambique. Their 
only ml·an~ of transportation is b} 
foot. Sometimes soldiers must 
walk 40 miles per day. The threat 
of atta1.:k is ever present But the 
~trugglc 1.:onti~ues because 
everyone, women, 1.:hildrcn and 
the old included has c:qual 
responsibility to make the 
rcvolut1011 a successful one. 
****************~~····· l When you would like # 
* to spend a leisurely evening out, +r t enjoy dinner at # 
t :t· ~ .. ~ # f ~,· r ~-lj ,~ >~w~\~.rF\.~~ !· ~ - ': . ,~'-, ~~~~\ :~,~ 'l'l" * ~c.r---_r-;-. ~ -~/' ,' ... ~p--:-· . -~ __ ,:, - - ~. . * 
* ~ / r• r * 
·t * 
"c'> A FRENCH RESTAURANT * ~ ! t 1152 THE DANBY ROAD * 
* * * 273-. 3464 * 
·~ ... * ~ * t SUNDAY BRUNCH # 
*' FROM $2.00 * 
* * FROM 11:A.M. TO 2:30P.M 
* Presentin~ over 20 * 
* * · omele.ttes and stuffed crepes +r 
* * ~ SUNDAY BRUNCH a La Francaise ,tr4 t CLOSEI>Tl!ESDAY : 
t..*********'***'**** .... , 
Want to help? Write Senator 
Edward Brooke (R-Mass.J and let 
him know how, you stand on the 
bill introduced into the Senate by 
Senator Case which will prohibit 
U.S. aid to Portugal as long as 
·~· 
Portugal pursues its present your own senators, too. It ,i 
neo-colonialistic policies of . 
I -1 · · A I H hurt, and you might help stop t exp 01 at1on m ngo a e needs - -
your letters to present· at a press explo1tat1on of thousand, 
conference at which he will make I Angola. 
a olea 111 behalf of the bill. Write 
Faculty Evaluations Do Count 
Well, students, it's spring. 
Spring is that lime of year 
departments send out evaluation 
forms to "eager t0 get out quick" 
students who humedly writc: off 
professors in the shortest possible 
sentences, forget it. and leave. The 
evaluation procedures have always 
been difficult and have become 
more tenuous now that student 
opinion is a major consideration 
of the departments involved. 
Evaluation committees 
comprised of both students and 
faculty members meet to evaluate 
professional V-dlue according to 
vague criteria. Promotions for 
tenured faculty or tenure for 
those probationary instructors are 
usually the matters of evaluation. 
Oncc: an instructor has obtained 
tenure it is his privilege to remain 
at this school until his retirement. 
Various departments have 
different met hods of evaluation 
and criteria of evaluation as 
determined by a set of decided 
department procedures. There are. 
general similarities; usually there 
is a committee of tenured faculty 
who decide, after auditing 
classes, on the basis of the 
instructor's classroom 
performance, if he is publishing, 
and the thoroughness of his 
scholarship, whet her or not he 
deserves tenure or a promotion. 
by Alan Sternberg 
There 1s a committee of students 
who evaluate student reaction to 
the particular instructor in terms 
of how well he has informed 
(gotten through to) his classes) 
The primary evaluation 
method of this committee is the 
absurd questionnaires you 
received in some classes last week. 
These have several ambiguous 
. questions designed to determine 
class rapport and performance, 
consistancy in grading and other 
factors. 
The philosophy and history 
departments distribute evaluations 
to classes of all members of the 
departments in order to have a 
basis of comparison between 
them. 
°The English department 
operates in a slightly less, 
comprehensive and equitable 
manner. Non-tenured faculty are· 
· evaluated, when they· are up for 
tenure, in relation to those 
applicants for their jobs. It is the 
position of the department to not 
accept instructors if there is a 
possibility of obtaining someone 
better. 
· On the surface this seems in 
the interests of the department, as 
in the controversial question of 
.David Gooding, presently not to 
receive tenure on these grounds. 
Mr. Gooding must be competent, 
for besides. his popularity among 
-fTHfNK 
TUEY WANT. •• 
MILITARY 
ADVISERS .•.. 
students and faculty it has mm 
to my attention that ll 
Terwilliger, depai:tment head. h 
be en considering him ·" 
replacement in the event of h 
retirement. 
· Gooding is currently teachin 
Chaucer, Medieval Literature. Jn 
a third of the interdepartm,·nt 
Japanese Culture courses. 
One member of the evalu,1110 
committee reviewing the situauo 
expressed her uncerta1nt 
interpreting the evaluation sheet 
and of her committee's attempt 
to rate him. Both the faculty Jn 
student committees have 1ct 
power; meaning that a no volt' o 
either is final. 
Student petitions are current! 
being circulated in Mr. Goodmg' 
behalf. 
1t·seems imperative io 
faculty and students to determin 
competance more accuratrll 
Revision of the questionnain:~ 
one possible remedy. St1in 
method of evaluation mu.~t Ii 
found in order to fairly judg 
teachers, and maintain excelkn, 
of the individual departments 
It is in your interests to 11 
that you have instructors that .:J 
teach you for each student hJS 
large investment· and shnul 
determine the quality of his ow 
education. 
The Ithacan, May 5, 1972, Page 3 
.-E.ducational 
··1n-novations The Law A.t Ithaca College 
by Dave Tobias Rounding out Ute 200-level course 
T-o, those students at IC· who offerings is the already popular 
have .complained of the lack of ..:lass in Popular Culture, which 
originality. creativity, or variety in will examine the effects of music, 
i: ours e offer i n gs when style. and entertainment (among 
pre-registration time rolls others) upon the lives of 
around, there is some hope yet in Americans. 
1 he diverse and unusual offerings Upperclass ( 300) level classes 
1rom the Center· for lndi1{idual begin with a combined 
.1nd Interdisciplinary Studies. biographical and social study of 
Under the direction of Dr. Willard l:.'instein an.d Freud. Time and the 
l)aetsch, the Center will offer this Future will examine and explore 
tJII a selection of some fourteen chronological and spatial concepts 
i:ourses, ranging from a chess in t he terms of t heir 
1heory and history class to a socio-economic imp.jct. 
,ourse in Japanese culture. With IC'o'!_temporary and historical 
,,,fferings !il the freshman, Japanese CultllrL' will be probed in 
intermediate, and seminar level, the course of the same name. The 
I he outlook is bright for high relationship between religion and 
,·nrollment and future expansion. politics will be discussed in both 
The Center was created this ideological and institutional 
)Car to expand the nebulous dimensions in Religion and 
L,eneral Studies program, as well as Politics, which can be taken for 
10 provide alternatives to students either Sociology or Political 
\\" ho were already enrolled in Science credit. An iniernship 
,pecific courses of instruction. It option may be open to some 
:, hoped that by this fall a students who wish to work with 
program of study leading to a elementary students at the South 
ha c he lo r's degree in "planned Hill Elementary School. 
,1udies"· wil be finalized and 400 level courses include one 
.1vailable to students. Close work tutorial, one seminar, and a course 
between students and their in the Americam social process 
1Jculty advisors will be a over the years as related in 
necessary component of this American novels. l:.'ducational l.ife 
program, as they must synthesize Styles in American Norels will_ 
., course of study which is . focus on the process of social 
personalized and effective. change from the year 1890 to the 
Freshman who find themselves Present. A u n iq uc seminar 
,onfuscd and disoriented upon l:.'1•aluation will attempt to 
1heir arrival at college may find actually evaluate the various 
,olace and aid in the J:"xpcriences programs of the Center itself, and 
, 111 Being course, which emphasizes how l hey can be made more 
personal and interpersonal growth effective in serving the needs of 
· ,kills Should one worrv about the the, st udents. An lndl'p<'11de11t 
1.1st · infiltration o·f machine Srudy program will he available 
1ntelligenc..""C within the framework for t~ose students_ who ~ish to 
,,f society The Impact of combine aspect~ of two _different 
. ' . . departments lor their own 
< omputers 011 Am,•r1ca11 Soc1£•t1· 
,ourse may help in th·e proj_ect. P_ermis~ion from the 
,cHn.prehension of and the coping various faculty members, 
ll'llh the social issues involved. departme_nt char~en, a~d the 
( ·, Tl ., 11 - deans or directors ol the different 1ess: ,eor_v anu 1stor_1· · 
,hould enllce chess enthusiasts of schools or division~ . 
. ill degrees of skill. from novice to 1 n n ° va I i ve education al 
,·\pert. Power is the topic when programs often experience 
rh<'mes of l'oiwr III American growing pains. The program can 
I ilcralllrt' and Film meets tlus fall he made to work only if there. b 
cooperation between student~ and 
the respective faculty member~. 
S tudens interested in · obtaining 
more information should contact 
their advisors. or pick up a course 
listing outside of Dr. Daetsch's 
office on the 3rd floor of the 
Mulkr Faculty Building. 
i,i discuss violence, convention, 
,nd other aspects of power which 
.!I l' incorporated in to American 
novels and motion pkture~. An 
'.lllUsual course which will discuss 
1he effects of sports upon sm:iety 
:, entitled llistory o/ Sport. 
_by Ken Holcombe 
The role of a law enforcement 
officer on a college campus in 
these turbulent times is yet to be 
defined to the satisfaction of all· 
who participate in campus life. 
Ithaca College's Safety Division 
has been relatively successful in 
maintaining good relations with 
studenis here. As of last wintl'r, 
however. a new source of possible 
consternation materialtud: the· 
Student Auxiliary Security Patrol 
(SASP). , 
SASP. the brainchild of Safety 
Di vision Head Leo Tracy, was 
formed to handle a varil'ty of 
situations which were solely the 
responSJbility of Safoty Division 
m the past. The members have 
completed a training program 
consisting of traffic control 
certifil:ation (10 hours of 
training), human relations (5 
hours), building surveillance and 
security ( I hour), crowd control 
( I hour), report writing ( 1 hour), 
si:lf-defense ( 5 hours), and radio 
communications ( I hour). SASP 
was modeled after the student 
safety patrol at Stetson University 
in Deland, Florida. 
Some members of thi: student 
population have ex.pressed 
concern over some of the actions 
of the student patrol. One student 
told us he was physically 
intimidated at a recent concert 'by 
a SASP member who was 
searching individuals' pockets for 
intoxicants. The student. who was 
concealing no liquor, was pulled 
out of line when he refused to he 
searched bodity· and was forcibly 
searched. Another student who 
refused to show a SASP memher 
his ID card was threatened with 
arrest when he was accosted while 
walking to his dorm late at night. 
·Two non-students werl' 
arrested hy a student pJtrohnan 
when they l'nl ered .1 friend·~ 
apartment through a win<.low. 
Only after till' apartment-owner 
went to the Ithaca Police Station 
to vouch for his friends Wl'rc they 
released. 
search for a jug of wine if they 
have reason to believe that 
someone is doing something 
wrong. 
The memhl•rs. Tracy told u~. 
have no special power of arrest 
other than that of a citizen. They 
cannot carry arms, or even issue 
traffic summons as ol yet. They 
may. howeve'r. assist Safety 
Division in ticketing cars for 
moving and ~landing violations, in 
thl' futun:. 
Tracy hopes to arrange in the 
future for a SAS!' hudget 
autonomous from th:11 of Safety 
D1v1sion. Other plans include the 
poss1hility of lurni~hmg the group 
with tlll'tr own automobile. 
l\kmher~ currl·ntly ride twice a 
week with Safety Division offll"crs 
Ccmmenting on these and inwhatTra~·ydescribesa~"onthe 
other allcgat ions of harassment ·11y 
student cops, Safety Divison Head joh training.'' 
Leo Tracy recently told us that he The future of lhl' Student 
has received .. very few Auxiliary Security P:1trol, 
complaints" concerning SASP. SUppo~edly a .. pilot project", 1~ 
"In somi: cases they have tried to ral her uncertain. although Tracy 
override their authority," he said, cons_id:r~ it J permanent 
"It's just a lack of .:xperience." · organ1zat1on. lie hopes that SASP 
Tracy feels that as the junior will gain tlw-rcspect-of--thc-entirc 
patrolmen gain experience in their campus population. Whether the 
work, rapport with students will blue-vested patrolmen and pa-
cease to he a problem. He said trolwomen can do this will 
that the SASP memhi:rs' joh is not depend on whether some of them 
to harrass people and that thl'Y c~n subsume thdr infatuations 
will only ask for an ID card or with authority and relate humanly 
to the situations that arbe in thi:ir 
"line of duty.'' 
Staff Council To Be Committed and Concern·ed 
byKarenHerzog seeingtheneedforthecreationof accepted up to April 19 by 
Election of representatives a Staff Council, began meeting in self-nomination or draft. A final 
1 rom the Staff to the Ithaca early March to discuss ways to list of candidati:s was mailed lo all 
College Staff Council was gain the most meaningful Staff with a ballot. 
completed on Thursday, April 27. re presentation of the Staff on The initial movement for a 
Representatives:elect are: Julie campus. Ultimately, two Staff Council was made m 
Reese, Muller Fac.:ulty Center; alternative methods were devised; January as hearings were being 
I dith Zagata, First Floor Job one drawing representation held on the Long Range Planning 
llall;Dc-rothyPfaff,SecondFloor through work-related interest Committee's Governance 
Job Hall; Marii: Kebba, Third groups, and the other drawing Proposal. Jim Ball, who is no 
FloorJobHall:KrisAlling,Health representationfromphysicalareas longer with the College, and 
Center/Physical Therapy; Beth of the campus. All Staff and Karen Herzo1?.. now wirh (;raduate 
llolvig, Egbert Union; Donald interested persons were asked to Studies, called a meeting on 
\\acDougal, Hill Hall; Alice attend a group meeting on March January 5 for all Staff of the 
llullock, M_usic Building; Kathy 16 to suggest an acceptable plan. College. Seventy Staff members 
I angerlan, Library; Martha The 20 Staff people who attended attended this meeting, which may 
lloward. Alernate Library; Amy the meeting agreed that a repre- have been the first All-College 
I. mer s O n , H O using, Head , sentative from a physical or geo- Staff meeting at the College. The 
Residents; Chris Morrison, Dorm I graphic area would best be able to interest was strong enough to 
l hree Office·s; Doug Waite, relate attitudes and concerns of a warra11t further development of 
operations: Bernie Carr. Day particular section of S_taff. The the idea of a Staff Council. 
\laintenace; Robert Maycumber, W_Q!k-related group idea was Administration interest in the 
\;ight Maintenance; Richard abandoned dµe to a general Staff mounted as the possibility 
C"ornell, Custodial/Terraces; Joyce f~el!ng ~hat, though on~ may do a of an organized employee force 
Sims. Custodial/Academic Areas: s1md?r _Job, he or she will not have became probable. Contacts were 
1 au Withiam, Safety Division; ~uff1c1e~t contact or gene~al : made individually with membets 
Karen Herzog. Floating interest 1f they are at opposite of the administration, and 
Rcpresentaive for areas that did ends of the campus. ultimately aid in organizing of the 
n O t e I e ct a re prese n tat ive Having an idea of constituency, · Staff Council was offered by the 
1 Performing Arts Building, Tower an Election Committee made up President's Office and the Ithaca 
CJub/Pub, Custodial/Garden of Beth Bolvig, Be"rnie Carr; Karen College Fa c.: ult y Council. 
Apartments and Quad, Grounds Herzog, Marie Kebba, Donald Unanimous support was given by 
. .tnd Transportation, Allied Health MacDougal, and Kathy Langerlan Student Congress for a Staff 
Speech Pathology-Audi~l_ogy, and w a-s n am e-d to formulate --council and assistance was offered 
Science Building).<- procedures for election and carry in the implementation of a 
Five members of the Staff, the election out. Candidates were working Council. 
............_ ...... . 
Questions haVl' heen fielded 
dialy regarding the purpose of the 
Staff Council While only 
hypothetical answers can be given 
to any such inquiries. responses 
from various STaff people can he 
reflected in a statement from the 
Governance Proposal on idea~ 
generated at a general mterest 
mi:eting: . 
"The STaff Council ~hall' hl· 
commit led to and concl•rned with 
review and inquiries into matter~ 
which involve the Staff as a whole 
and a~ ml!mbcr~ of the 
Community. The Staff Council is 
to deal with problems and 
suggestions for improvement of 
the College and respond to 
problems submitted to it by other 
councils. Matters oL immediate 
concern for Staff consideration 
will include: review of employee 
bencfi_ts. trarfic re~trictions, 
inclusion on All-College 
committees, future development 
of the campus (construction and 
curriculum), campus life, direct 
compensation for servic.:es (merit 
r:i.ises, annual cost of living 
mcremen!I, day care center, job 
evaluations, working conditions, 
equal opportunity and staff 
discrimination, and restructure of 
working hours during academic 
and vacation periods." 
The Staff Council looks 
forward to complete participation 
in all College matter~ and 
cooperation with all Councils and 
members of the Ithaca College 
Community. Any ideas which 
campus groups or individuals wish 
to he considered hy till' Staff 
Council can he d1~cussed with any 
of the elected reprt."scntat 1vc~. 
.. 
• I 
EDITORIALS 
R·i,OON,O 
Remember 
It's May Fourth once again. The second 
anniversary of the killings at Kent State. Remember· 
Kent State? Four people shot down by National. 
Guard in a student demonstration against the 
Cambodian invasion. Nixon did in 1972 what he, 
did in 1970-intensified the killing in a war that is 
being fought against the freedom of Vietnam's· 
~eople. In I ~70 it was ground troops marching 
mto new territory in a further grab for power; in· 
1972 it is automated war machines which are 
1:xtending the war. People p"rotested the tactics or' 
~he war, denied its justification in 1970, and again, 
m 1972; yet the Vietnamese still suffer under 
American oppression. 
· This is an election year, we all know. Can 
Nixon do in 1972 what he did in 1970 and be 
re-elected as president'! It is certain that the 
American public will allow him, or another of the· 
same ilk, to be reinstated to repeat the death wish 
mistake once again. The thing we can do is 
con t!nu~ to struggle against the military 
machmat,ons that arc killing more people daily. 
In the last two weeks students across the 
country have made it known that the campuses are 
not apathetic. People here in Ithaca joined with 
others to protest the war and the 
m ii 1t a ry /ind us t r1al/ed uca tional eilitists who 
finance the Vietnam killing. Once again the people 
were. roused to some kind of concrete action; yet 
the air war still goes on, more is needed. 
_ This sum mer two national presidential 
nominating conventions will be held. There are 
plans to show those who control the political 
machine that the people are against the continuing 
warfare that the politicians support. There will be 
mass demonstrations at the conventions' that 
should be supported by everyone who wants to see 
the killing stopped. The vacuous promises of the 
politicians must be shown once .. more to be only 
lies fabricated to obtain power. It is still necessary 
that people demonstrate their rage against the 
continuous increasing war against liberty. 
We know how deeply we are all involved in 
maintaining war in Vietnam, through our 
continued support of agencies such~ ITT, Cornell 
University, and Ithaca College. ITI kills civilians 
and bakes Wonder Bread, Cornell University is a · 
Ivy League school that holds decisive stock in oil 
companies which are oppressing the people of 
Africa, and members of the Ithaca College Board 
of Trustees hold influential. positions in· 
corporations which perpetuate the war. When you 
leave Ithaca for the summer don't leave the' 
awareness of these facts behind. Boycott Wonder 
Bread and Hostess cupcakes (those things aren't 
good for your body anyway), don't pay your Gulf 
Oil credit card bill, remember that throQgh its 
trustees Ithaca College will be helping to manage 
the war all summer, and will still be supporting the 
military when fall returns. ' 
Today is a day of national moratorium in 
remembrance of the killings at Jackson State and 
Kent. It is also in remembrance-of those people in 
Vietnam, Africa, and other nations who are 
fighting for liberation. We are all fighting for the 
freedom of all people everywhere. 
-B.A.M. 
Now It Is Spring 
This has been a longer year than most, and some 
of the Ithacan staff feel that it has been a happy one.· and looting their own villages. There are no moral appointment of William Pace to Assistant to 
The fa)l was Jong and lazy, the winter was short considerations any more, for it is doubtful morals Vice-President of Student Affairs without 
and miserable ,and here we are without shoes. This exist in other than academic circles, as we try to consulting anyone. 
will be the last issue of this newspaper and it is maintain our dignity as a r,ation. An~ was 9uarry a legitimate issue, or a group 
obvious that 11 has changed quite a bit from the This newspaper originally felt its political 0 ~ _elite white students trying to maintain a 
first. There is color, a sharp magazine format and a responsibilities in the Thanksgiving issue with· a pnvileged housing facility and Students can move 
different tempo than there was in the beginning. cover indictment of The White, American, attitude off campus (if you're a junior or a senior that is) 
We have moved a long way from the resignation of so well expressed by Richard Nixon as he mapped ~nd·if you're not there is always Valentine, if you 
Father Graf after his six year association with the out the hardships of our original imperialism in hke the security and not the meal plan. 
school and the high pressure news that a our search "of a land in which the individuality And the most recent outburst of students at 
gymnastics Coach named Willard Eggleston might be the highest national, value before any Carpenter Hall over the Cornell campus, trying to 
demanded his team shave and cut their hair arbitrary limitations or duty placed upon some maintain the dignity and the honesty of the 
becau~e he could not be proud of thei; men by the whims and designs of another." And research work being done and trying to rid the· 
appearance. we proceeded to destroy the Indians and enslave school of defense contracts that are not in the 
Troop withdrawal is a policy now.and.the draft the Blacks and the immigrants from each country interests of h~mane academia. It_ was~ brave gasp 
suction has cased off as the airwar has intensified who cou/d slip by the Statue of Liberty but who· from the settling revolution that the world did not 
and we are indirectly killing the women and had no means of livelihood and have suffered in the even hear, in lieu of the more newsworthy 
children our troops missed. There is a lot 10 be said shadow of the American dream. Columbia incidents. 
a~out the electronic devices that will blow you up In December the Army slipped by inconclusive And the Ithacan has become a newspaper with 
11 you sweat or urinate and all the referendums and set up recruiting in the Egbert a·political opinion and a purpose along with a new 
counter-electronic devices and the pois!)ncd Union; an action, that was put down hard and with set of editors for the New Year. We want to thank 
bamboo, the complicated and the simple means to humor by the Anti-Fascist League and the many all the people who made the Ithacan what it is 
an end: dfic1l'nt murder. Vietnamization has not who went to bc seen. . now·, and who are-giving us a chance to do even 
become a reality, South Vietnam has been ~teadilv President Phillips completed his first year at the more. Hopefully we can do it. We are trying to. 
rdn:ating under the recent onslaught of the north helm of Ithaca College with such momentous· reach you, the students, with a message, it all 
and we heard in the news last night that a South decisions as ~he removal of Provost Davies and applies to you and you are helpless if you don't 
Vietnamese unit went bersL·rk and began burning----------~ -------------~re:'.a~h~·z~e~i~t~. ~lt~i~s~a~ll~p~ointed at you. It is spring. 
·, 
-- OVCI.K 
Publlst!N -"ly dUrllll tlle ICllool YtNW:.Xcept flnt -kin Marett a~d tllinl ·_; 1n 
OctolNr. S.COncl clau po1tqe, Ithaca, N- Vork, 14850. Postmaster, pl••• •!Id form 
3t7f to Bullneu Manat1er, The Ithacan, W•t T~-· ftllac:a co,...., ltllaca, N.V., 14110. 
Sullll0t'ptlon COit S7.S0. ltdltorlal views nfleot U.e oplnlOn of the Mltol'IIII aoanr. ~ 
nelt,._ reflaot the offlolel position of Ithaca con .. , nor n11e111ar11y fndlcllt.-tlle oonN• 
1111 of tlM studatlt bOdlf. TIie ftllacan ,... ..... tlle l'ltllt to corr9et, edit, or refuN to pub-
11111 •IIY material ~,meas• for pubHa,Uon. 
---------------------'-- - - -- - - -
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Con, n1ent Con,ment 
"Most Loyal of Americans II 
by Timothy P. Schmitt 
J. Edgar Hoover is dead. The head of the most 
powerful of domestic law enforcement agencies 
passed away in his sleep Monday night at his 
Washington, D.C. home. President Nixon termed 
the late FBI director the "most loyal of 
Americans," and asked that flags across the nation 
be flown at half-mast in his honor. -
Someone once said that all death is tragic, but 
he must have been a fool. Hoover was the man 
responsible for much of the repression that is 
Amerika; but let us not fall victim to such vitriolic 
feeling. We need not say that we are sorry to see 
him go, but we should recognize that if there is a 
tragedy of J. Edgar Hoov!!.r, it lies in his life, not 
his death. We must see him as he was: an 
instrument of Society and if he is to be considered 
evil, let us recognize the sorce of that evil. J. Edgar 
Hoover (and for that matter all men who subject 
morality to their perception of reality in the name 
of society) was littk more than a glorified 
Lieutenant ('alley, 111 lht: si:nse that he was a loyal 
civil servant who considered his job to be the 
protection of value~ he pcrcdvcd and asaibed to 
:mcicty. i\nd was his perception wrong'! Perhaps 
Hoover exemplifies some of the aspects in· tht: 
nature of contemporary mass-society which have 
evolved since the :!O's. A society termed by Rollo 
May ·as "schizoid.", And ,~n't it schizophrenic to 
repress in the name of freedom'? 
Hoover rose to power during the :!O's and many 
of his values derived from that strange period. For 
cxa mple, his perception of the Red Menace 
evolved from the "Red Scare" of the 20's. This, a 
period when much of society feared a Bolshevik 
takeover in America patterned on the Ru~s1an 
Revolution of 1917. This whole attitude towards 
the Communist monolith and subsequent 
interpretation of dissent as a direct threat to 
national security influem:ed a generation, as well 
as Hoover, to no small extent. In fact it influenced 
them to such an extent that A merika could engage 
in fhe McCarthy witch-hunts, yet still keep the line 
"land oft-he free" in the national anthem. At first 
Hoover found himself battling crime ·and the Ku 
Klux Klan, but as the decades rolled by, the FBI, 
His organizati~n. began to develop into more of a 
national information-accumulation service and 
storehouse and security organization. And as the 
years went by he was called on more and more in 
m·atters of national security. 
During the SO's national security meant 
Communist containment (the Cold War and all of 
that). Unfortunately. Hoover became a mai;i stuck 
in time during the 60's. He'd outgrown his 
usefulness and refused to go to pasture; fighting 
the old battles. applying the old ideologies to a 
· new age. During the 60's he began to withdraw 
into his own world of fantasy, brought on by old 
age and approaching scnility. lie hcg,m to feel 
above the government. as it were. some p!!rmancnt 
structure responsible to no power other than his 
interpretation of the public welfare. The FBI !tad 
become his baby; he had no close friends or 
relatives and in his lonelincs.~ he channeled his 
energy into the Bureau. his only love. His 
understandably paternal attitude tow,1rds thL' FBI 
led Hoover to resent criticism as personal attacks. 
Hoover manifested increasingly evident ~1gns of 
paranoia. lie would ride to work in a 
chauffcr-d riven. bullet-proof limousine: slouching 
in the ~cat and propping his hat in the opposite 
corner of the hack ~cat to draw off snip.:rs. llis 
actions prompted one psychiatri~t to commcnt "J. 
Edgar Hoover exhibits das~1c p.1ranoia 
symptoms." In addition. the psycluatrisl~ 
continued that it raised questions of how well he 
could do his job in the fut un:. 
The flag of the Just it:e Department will fly al 
half-mast. but busine~s inside will proccell as usual. 
Nixon is conisdermg nominating to the vacant po~t 
such notable men of L.,w as Frank Riuo, Mayor 
of l'hilidelphia and self-proclaimed super-cop: and 
Jerry Wilson, the Chief of Police in the District of 
Columbia, whose handling of the Mayday 
demonstrators was highly praised by Nixon. 
The country will no doubt forget lloovc1 
quickly, and we can't say that we're sorry. But 
remember, the system that he was a willing part 
of, that made him what he was, is still there: and 
many more like him remain just trying to do their 
jobs. · 
Yo-. Can Prove Something 
Comment by C.B. 
\\di, YOU'VE DONE IT! 
111u have actually proved something ... 
1 ,n1've shown that alot of people arc wrong and 
their speeches were wasted. 
') llU'vc proved that no matter what happens you 
will not be novel. 
1 ou've proved that no matter what facts you 
understand you will not rccogni1c your 
responsiblility 
1 o u' ve proved that you can listen lo what 
,omeonc has to say without hearing them. 
') ou·ve proved that you don't really care what thi~ 
country does in your name. 
1 ou've proved that you can use certain peoples' 
attitudes as an excuse to stagnate. 
You've proved that Nixon's right and the Vietnam 
war is not an issue. 
You've proved that you're helpless 
and powerless 
and tired 
and disillusioned. 
You've proved that you have the ability to 
rationalize your lack of involvement. 
You've proved that the "3 million tons of Bombs" 
Nixon has dropped on Vietnam don't matter. 
\ ou've proved that as long as the draft doesn't 
affect you, you're not affected. 
You've proved that you're 18. 19, :!U, ~I and 
have already given up hopl'. 
You've proved that there is nolhmg you can read. 
hear. or sec that will makc any difference in 
how you think. 
You've proved the failure of your education. 
your parents 
your society 
and your"sclf". 
You've proved that you were w_rong. 
You ~cc, you can prove ~omcthinir. 
We must all ~tart . . . day by day lo prove 
something. 
To prove that something docs matter to us, 
people~ lives, and dying, ,ind crying, and blood, 
the dead, decapitated heads, the war, the 
keeping of military core, the entire structure ol 
what Nixon called in hi~ speech, "The destiny 
of the American people lo be a leading world 
power." 
Today. think not of what you can't do but of 
those things you can accomplish. 
Prove it to Nixon and Agnew and Humphrey and 
Wallace, and to the Vietnamese people (who 
like us, just want to be left alone). Prove it. 
"if something 
to be done. 
'~ ·: 
and in the end 
it ·is not' done 
then you and 1 
are among those 
who 
did not do 
lthaCa 
Goodbye 
b}'...Jim Ball 
Where do you begin? It i~ four 111 the morning 
and there hasn't been much sleep for the past 
week with the events at Giap-Cabral Hall. The 
energy has been flowing at a high level for several 
weeks now and the pace of my life has been so 
quick that it becomes hard now lo pause for a 
moment to write a lcttcr of goodbye. 
Well, Ithaca. we've been together for ei~ht 
years. Now that I reall7.l: 11, that's the longest I _ve 
ever been in any place. even when I was a kid. 
Which means that there really 1-; something 
between us. You've helped me find the nght clucs, 
whicl1 is pretty much to ask from on..: town. I 
don"t want to ~y goodbyt: lo you. Instead I will 
fmd you again when th,· roob of my heart curve 
for my home. 
Eight years b a long time to livi.: 111 one town: ii 
~ecms like much longer. 1\ lot of l'Xpl·rii.:nce t has 
hL•cn crammed 11110 tlws,· year~ .. 1 ht:11 of .1 lot of 
cxpcrienci.: .. Too much. 111 fact. to ~orl it JI! oul 
now. There have h,•en up~ and t hi.:rc have bi.:i.:n 
downs, hut abovt: all it ha, b..:L'll !!Ood. No mon: 
1 than good. Only, the depth of 11 i, ~0111.:tl1111g that 
hes down there so deep that well. you'll l1.1ve lo 
read in hi.:lwcen the lini.:s. Thl' s1kncL'S lllL"an mnre 
· lhan thl' words. 
Most pcopk arc here tor four: I L'Xlt:nded that 
~lay for ,111othi.:r four. :\nd mo~I L'Vl'rybudy lcav.:~. 
Uut lthal·a •~ thc plal'l' that you will alway, ,·ome 
b.1ck to: 11 is ;1 honll'. And those Jrl' lhc plal'l'~ to 
value. the places that. as you walk all ovt:r t hc face 
of I he earl h. you .ii ways think ah out. Thosi.: arc 
I he place~ where you find fl>ltr,private peal·,:. 
But I know the t1111e has COllll' for mc to go. I'm 
,·xciti.:d about going. CVL'n though memories kci.:p 
saying "Stay." I gue"s ii'~ like a fnend of ,nme 
~ays, though: history isn't the past it',; all around 
you all the time. You've ju~! got lo recogni1.i.: its 
phases. Mine says to leave. So l 'm going. 
It's not often you gel to say farcwclls publicly, 
11 feeb kinJ of slrangc. To my friends well. you 
all know what I can't say to you. so what I will say 
1s carry on the st rugglc. And thank you for the 
lllllCS. 
, 
r. 
-;,. ~~Nr-~-~-~i* 
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dally Illustration by susan barry 
• • • is an individual! 
And that"s exactly how you're treated by the Men of Vision, the moment you enter one of 
our optical centers . . . with individual care and concern The DeWitt & Sauro as-
s~rance that says. "WE CARE". 
WE CARE enough to staff only the finest professionals and technicians, 
highly trained in the field of optical eye care, using the most up-Io-
date techniques and methods available. 
WE CARE enough to provide the most modern equipment available and 
to maintain our own laboratory where quality lenses are made to 
prescription. 
WE CARE enough to provide convenient optical centers near you, with 
office hours arranged to fit almost any schedule. 
WE CARE enough to offer ... "COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE" ... 
so that you can have your eyes examined, prescription filled and 
eye wear or contact lenses fitted, all by the Men of Vision . 
WE CARE enough to offer the most complete selection of fashionable 
eyewear . . . including shell fims, plastic, chrome and the all-
new metal frames ... as well as tints, Photogray, Photosun and 
sunwear in b_olh prescription and non-prescription quality lenses. 
• 
• 
DEWITT 
&'SAURO 
-COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE-
~~ ~---.,;r,vis,;..---~ ~ ~ .._ __ ENTERPRISE __ _ 
- -~ -
138 East State Street - Ithaca 
Other locatio11s 
Sy,:acuse - Baldwi11svil/e - Cortla11d - lillle Falls 
Tri-Cities - Freed's Vision Ce111ers i11 Wosl,., D.C. 
.Ken Kunlcen: 
Enrich•s And Inspires 
. by Hefene Yokum 
Two hundred Ithaca College 
students and guests were enriched 
and inspired Monday night by 
attending a discussion with Ken 
Kunken. Mr. Robert Grant, a 
member of the Physical" Therapy 
Department faculty, moderated. 
The discussion was sponsored by 
the Physical Therapy Association. 
For all attending it was an 
opportunity to meet a perceptive 
and admirable person. 
Ken spoke about an injury he 
received on October 31, 1970 
while makirtg a tackle in a Cornell 
I 50 football game. 
The injury severed Ken's spinal 
cord at the level of the third and 
fourth vertebrae. Th.is resulted in 
loss of movement .and feeling 
from his shoulders down. 
Kc n to Id us about ·his 
hospitalization in several 
institutions and drew and 
effective picture of the balance 
Photo by Robert Cohan 
between good and pour 
treatment. Of special interest 1 .. 
the Physical Therapy studcn,, 
were his ins_ights on the empath) 
that was welcome but ofkn 
lacking. 
Last September, Ken returm·d 
to Cornell as a junior in lndustn.il 
Engineering. He ·is active in h,, 
fraternity and plans to contim1c· 
his education in either psycholog) 
or law. 
With the partial use of hi, 
upper arm and aid of speci,il 
equipmcn t he is able to type, cal 
and operate a motoriZl·d 
wheelchair. 
For Ken to complete his senior 
year it is Vl!ry important that .in 
attendant-roommate be found 
This is a p,,id position and anyon~ 
interested in applying should CJJI 
Ken at 137 Sage Hall or call 
:?56-1885. 
:~:«-:-:-:~-:-:-:-:::::•:•::::-:-::::::~::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::=:-:@.::::-~::::::: 
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WHY BE ALONE:? 
you are amongst friends at: 
THE ST A TE DINER 
· 428 West St ate Street 
~ood food - generous portions 
Open 24 Hours A Day 
"HAPPY'S Hou·R" 
Friday and Saturday· 3-Sp.m. 
Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 
All Mixed Drinks 50( 
Bloody Marys 3 - '/ p.m. Sat. 50c 
Otl/E HA111 HOIIR 
4 Ho·~,s of Favorite Music· 
c;::::_---=::;.__--,a 'THIS FRIDAY ONLY 
3-7P.M. 
- "=!',..· ''./"' 
According to FBI statistics, rape 
the most often reported crime 
f violence committed against 
rsons. Rape is a political crime 
gainst women, because women 
re judged as to their moral worth 
y the present political system, 
hile men, even those who 
0mmit rape, remain in power. tt 
men who commit rape, it is men 
·ho control society; thus it is not 
urprising that rapists often go 
npunished. For many people in 
merica being a "good woman" 
~ans chastity before marriage 
nd faithfulness within it. 
,cording to this system, 
p,tanding males. are supposed to 
rotect the chastity of good 
·omen from violation. A woman 
·hn does not conform to the 
tJndards does not deserve this 
rotection. 
In the court system · today 
.1ny women who do not 
·0 n form to the sexual double 
1.1ndard and treated unfairly. 
11en a free-acting woman is said 
o "deserve what she gets". In a 
Jpe case the victim's sexual 
eputation often determines her 
U1ll or innocence. Juries may 
1Jke decisions on the basis of 
hJt they are told about a woman's 
\:haracter". not on actual facts. 
Rape can happen to any 
wman. A study of rape cases 
one in Washington D.C. found 
hJt 82% of all rape victims had a 
·good reputation". Almost half of 
he rapes reported today occur in 
thc: victim's home and are 
perpetrated by a man the victim 
ha~ never seen before. Regardless 
of these facts, a study of 646 rape 
L"J~es in Philadelphia by Professor 
\lcnachen Amir reported that the 
police tend to believe that a 
woman with a good reputation 
be ed. These men are 
---- ------ - - --- ----~ --------
The Politics· Of Rape 
I still bound by outdated sexist 
rules in their professional 
functio[!i_ng. 
White, male-dominated courts 
continue to suspect rape victims 
of provoking their own assault. 
Women are judged on the image· 
that they present and the 
recommendations of those in 
power. A r~p·e victim is often 
forced to submit to countless 
prying questions about her own 
sexual mores and behavior from 
both police and court. At a time 
when emotional reaction is 
already strained by the trauma of 
rape, police and courts agitate 
further with their repeated 
questioning. 
The law defines raoe as 
unwanted penetration of the 
victim. A refusal to accompany a 
man to some isolated place does 
not· constitute rape in the eyes of 
the court. Neither does a man 
chasing a female, physically 
pursuing her·, count legally as a 
rape attempt. 
In or~er for a rape to have 
victims submit to a medical pelvic 
.examination to prove that genital 
penetration took place. A 
woman's. own testimony is not 
considered reliable. While in some 
states a man's previous rape· 
convictions are not considered 
•admissable evidence, the woman's 
past sexual life is fully explored, 
with repeated, embarassing 
questions. Many times women are 
too embarassed to report rape to 
, the police in fear of degradation 
and lack of understanding, 
The lack of trust in law 
enforcement agencies is even more 
common among third world 
women than among white women. 
Third world women are foften 
not believed at all; they do not 
report rapes to the police with 
· good reason. Blues singer Billie 
Holliday was an example. At age 
ten she was raped by a neighbor; 
her mother tqok her to the 101.:al 
police station, crying and 
bleeding, "When we got there, 
instead of treating me and Mom 
like somebody who ,ailed the 
cops for help, they treated me like 
I'd killed somebody. I guess they 
had me figured for having enticed 
this old goat .... All I know for 
sure is they threw me into a ,ell; a 
fat white matron saw I was still 
bleeding; she felt sorry for me and 
gave me a couple of glasses of 
milk. But nobody else did 
been committed, the victim must 
say "no" at the crucial moment. 
Unless she can prove that struggle 
would actually endanger her life, 
the rape victim must make a 
physical attempt to repel her 
attacker. Even in the case of an' 
'underage girl, a man must expose 
his genitals, or physically abuse 
her before charges can be brought. 
Police often reauire that ra e 
anything else for me except give 
me filthy looks and snicker to 
themselves. After a couple of days 
in a cell they dragged me into 
court. Mr. Dick got sentenced to 
• five years. They sentenced me to a 
Catholic institution." 
Women across the country are 
'.banding together in an effort to 
,help their sisters who havl' been 
!the victims of ~apists. Anti-rape 
squads are formint throughout 
the country. People are collecting 
information on all aspects of rape 
and have formed programs of 
political action against rape. These 
sisters are beginning to do medical 
.and psychological counselling for 
rape victims and organize 
anti-rape centers. Some places 
have roving anti-rape squads 
which tour a city, going to the 
scene of rapist assalts to offer aid. 
In places as far apart as Seattle 
and New York City people are 
working to form this type of 
service. It ts a vital. necessary 
project in almost any community. 
A woman was raped on her way 
to Ithaca College this year. Rape 
1:an happen to any woman, 
anywhere. 
RAPE 
/SA 
POWER 
TRIP 
THE SENIOR CLASS SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Class of 1972 
WHAT? Mo.nie1 for uppercla11 scholarsh~ps for those of significant 
financial need~ 
WHY? So th~y won't owe their first and second year's salary 
to the school or bank like you do now 
HOW? Through a pledge card you will receiv.e in the mail. 
Payments to be made between July 1, 1972 - J_une 30, 1973,. 
AMOUNT? The same amount_ that you spent on din.ner last week, 
ca tank. of _gas, a car payment or a few ccaJ••tt.•1 .• 
'' a,,..,..d 
. .. 
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May Fourth Na.lion.wide Moratorium· 
by Alan Ross 
Driving, on that once a week · 
spring day down Route I J. I slop• - "Y on're Under Arrest" 
to think about YOU ... the 
silent curses you send my way. I 
wonder driving along, can I 
possibly matter . . . and there's a 
sign, lots of them, but this one 
says something. 
"If you don't do it .... 
It won't get done." 
And I go. "Yeah! that really the 
way it is." 
Cornell University, April U, 
it's late at night. Two hundred 
people sit inside a library-the 
Engineering School Litirary 
... they don't look like' 
engineering students. 
The building is Giap-CabraU · 
formerly known_ as Carpenter, 
Hall: the people inside are doing 
something, something important. 
They've stopped CorneU (in a 
small way) from contributing to 
the war effort; from taking part in 
the destruction of human life: 
from continuing resarch and study 
which (in documents confiscated 
from the librc1ry itself) contribute 
75% to aiding the U.S. military· 
machine. 
The pco pie of C.iap.(:abr-Jll 
made Jeinand~ (negotiable 
demands) calling for Cornell lo 
acknowledge the complacen1.-y in occupation, but one thing could say that you're not involved, 
the .. computerized warfare" be debated-they had suc,:,eded because.youare;weaUare. 
waged by I his nation on other inthrowing a student wren~• into Thursday, May 4, is the second 
countries throughout the world. the works of Cornell's inhuman anniversary of the murders at 
President Corson of Cornell met machin_e. · Kent State. ll is also the day 
with the demonsWlillt and Two ..,.ys .Jate.:·_-CorncJI declared by 18 members of the 
admitted the fact, but stated it University stockholders vetoed U.S. Congress as a day. for 
was non-profitable to correct the against a Gulf management Moratorium. How does this effect 
situation. The people in proposal to ·assist Portuguese you? 
"Giap-Cabrall wouldn't accept·· involvement in atrocities in~· Colleges and universities 
that ... would you"! Angola and other countries of throughout the iitate .have planned 
They occupied the building for Africa. Th is was one of the diverse- types of anti-war activities. 
5 days and 5 nights proving the student demands and whether Eisenhower College has cancelled· 
cliche of the .. power of the directly or in4ireclly it was classes, and is having each-ins 
people." There was much effective. instead; Sarah Lawrence is 
controversy surrounding their The year is not over. You can't picketing J.B.M. (they make 
ltBSTIIBFttU 
,•om 
we·ve got so much to delight the senses in our converted 
mansion of a 19th century mlhonaire complete with nostalgic 
overhead fans. stained glass Tiffany shades, flickering fire-
places. and :nt1mate hand-holding private dining nooks. 
Miss.ion Impossible! 
Our bartenders make the hottest Irish Coffees and the coldest 
Frozen Banana Daiquiris. Besides all the usual intoxicants. 
Turback·s has a few of its own. Like the Between-the-Sheets 
with rum. brandy and assorted delicacies. And the Misson 
Impossible with a combinatron ol three rums from _Jamaica, 
Puerto Rico and Guatamala. 
Help yourself to our popcorn_ machines: 
You'll feel like a kid in a candy store. 
Night owl special 
Weekend dinners 'Iii 12 midnight. The owner is an insomniac. 
Oh,- yes. The food! 
we·11 tempt you with complementary Shrimp Cocktail Salads, 
lavish you with Roasted Prime Ribs or other great entrees. 
and indulge you in a bottle of wine from our incredible cellar. 
So what are you waiting for? Ifs all at TURBACK'S. On Route 
13 just five minutes from downtown. 
272~6484 
. .,,. ·:. ' ... ., ,~ ... ' ·'"·,"' 
'sensors• that decide which areas 
in Vietnam will be- bombed-by 
cumputer. Nothing human about 
it); all over the country al over 
300 colleges actions will be laking 
place. Effective action ..• to 
show that the war is not a 
forgotten issue, and that the 
American people will no longer 
accept it as a fact of life. • 
Somehow the President of this 
country has· been able to convin~e 
.. ,he people" that they are 
powerless. That he can do what he 
wants and we will just sit by and 
watch. Well, he's wrong. 
On April 21, 3,000 Jthacans 
.marched downtown· to 
demonstrate to Nixon and his 
government that we're sick and · 
tired of the American egotism and 
· image of world leaders. The Jthaca 
Journal as well as the N.Y. Times 
covered the story, and don't think 
that Nixon wasn't effected. 
The clergy of Annabel Taylor 
at Cornell have announced a 
Rally, Thurs. at 12:00 in front of 
Annabel Taylor. The issues are 
not political ... they are calling 
for morality . . . clear and simple 
human values, and they are asking 
for every person in the Ithaca 
Community to be there. They are 
being supported in their effort by 
both "college coalitions . to end 
the war", Operation Stop, the SOO 
... t:\. .. , . ... ..:... _ .. 
members of Gia~abrall, as 
as Cornell and Ithaca Co 
Faculty, members of the c 
throughout the community, 
other sponsors too ntlmero 
mention. • 
I f you think that 
personally are not necessary 
its success, you're wrong. 
If you don't do it .... 
It won't get done. 
lead Poisoitin 
(LNS)-Lead poisoning is 
epidemic that runs rampant 
American cities today. It is l'3 
when young children eat chi 
paint containing lead in 
housing. After much pro1 
by community groups 
Department of Housing 
Urban Development (HU 
finally ruled against the ,11se 
lead base paint in J 97 J. 
In their statement, H 
pledged that .. in_ public hou · 
the HUD-owned properties and 
rehabilitation work, any 
lead-based paint remaining 
walls and ceilings shall be rerno 
or completely concealed with 
suitable covering such as dry 
hardboard, plywood ... bei 
these surfaces are redecorated." 
According to governm 
statistics, 600,000 children un 
six are poisoned by eating p 
chips from lead-based paints. 
these onJy 50,000-100,000 
medically treated and about 2 
die. Lead poisoning can lead 
brain damage. On Febraury I 
however, two months- after 
ruling, HUD quietly circulated 
amendment exempli 
HUD-owned pro~rties ,f.(om 1 
provision. Accord'ing 
Congressman William. Ryan 
New York, HUD owned, or is 
the process of acquiring 160, 
additional units housing. up 
250,000 children. 
"The exemption is on 
temporary," _ said Virgin 
Anderson, a spokeswoman r 
HUD' "It'll only be in effect un 
we have the findings oi 
department study on the cxtc 
of the best ·methods f 
eradicating lead-base pai 
poisoning." -This report, whi 
was started last year follow 
previous legislation, is in 
sevenJ.h final dra(t. It w 
supp_osed to be finished 
Ja'nuary 13: 
.Pue.JI 
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NLF Victories 
(LNS).:....Ever since the current • This front has drawn westward 
offensive began, the NLF's remnants of the 21st Division 
'people's Liberation Armed I which were still able to mo~e. 
Forces have been drawing Saigon The following day, this ~me 
troopstothefarcomersofSouth ARVN Division found itself 
Vietnam, ~inning them down, and outflanked to the south by 
systematically destroying them as Liberation Forces which had 
effective fighting units. While the attacked the nerve center of all 
papers an~ military worry lou~ly AR VN operations in the region at 
and publicly doubt the possible KAI Khe just 25 miles north of 
loss- of one or another provincial Saigon 0 ~ Highway· 13. With the 
capital, ~mailer units of the PLAF 21st Division moving. westward, 
ar.~,,_g~iq.g ab~ut. the task of the ARVN remnants on Highway 
dis~antling the··government's 13 are decisively cut off, with 
· ' P a c if i cat i o n Pr o gr a m." little hope of rescue. · The New 
throughout the countryside. York Times has conceded that at 
A key part of the liberation this point the main concern for . 
strategy is the drive to encourage troops along H0ighway 13 is 
ARVN desertions. On January 25, "survival." . · 
when North Vietnam and the Meai:iwhile, by bis efforts to 
•P RG announced their new protect the northern defense 
reconciliation policy, they called perimeter of Saigon'. on Highway 
·for Vietnamese civilians in the 13, Thieu has left ttie M.e,kong 
~outh to protect the young from Delta to the ·south of the. capital, 
being conscripted into the Saigon without a regular army .defense. ' 
Army, while calling for those U.S .. newspapers have ~id· ·very 
.1lready in the ARVN to desert. little about the Delta, but Radio 
. The statement offered amnesty Hanoi tias reported an endless 
1for 'dvil servants and police who string of uprisings, village 
I still have to work under the liberations, defeats.of local ARVN 
: Saigon government · but who units, and a general ·dismantling of 
·"protect the people's lives and "pacification". On April 13, 
: pro·perty" and "refrain from Hanoi's "People's Army Daily" 
! brutality." hailed the victories in the Delta as 
1
1 
The program has had incredible among the mot impdrfant in the 
, success. Tom Fox, reporting current offensive .. 
I from Saigon for Dispatch News A-t.ta eking i"n Binh Long Service, cited as an example the province no~~hwe;;t of ·saigon, 
'. ··:-"' 
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500 m·en of the 56th Regiment, Liberation Forces provoked Thieu 
3rd_' .Division,. stationed at Camp into sending the oniy available ::i 
Carrol in Quang Tri Province in main force units that remained - "' 
I the far north, who crossed over to into the Delta to. defend Quang about. If the Liberation Forces set abandoning a string of fire bases that this offensive has brought 
the Liberation Forces on April 2. Tri in the far north. Thieu ordered foot in the <:ities, Washington has which had earlier been termed about. Whatever faith in U.S. 
He also· reported that individual them to hold onto every inch of made it clear by the example of "vital"· to the defense of the city support could still have existed in 
desertionshavebeenhigh. territory. While they were trying Dong Ha and An Loe that it is of Kontum. Other ARVN troops South Vietnam is rapidly 
This strategy is the utmost test to hold on to inches in An Loe, ready· to "defend the cities" in the are trapped in the area to the diminishing as U.S. planes bomb 
df Vietnainization and of the the Delta could only be held with same way that it ha$ defended northwest of Kontum. The entire harder than ever before, ·and new 
PRG's drive to create a new "regional and popular forces" and A_RVN _firebases threatened·~y the 22nd AR\'.N Divison has been put waves of refugees are treated. 
government including all elements some -.sub-standard main force L1bernt1on Forces. Just a~ m the out of action. After the towns o_f When the PRG delegates in Paris 
other 'thait''''fhieu and his most ·-units of the Saigon Army. . town of Ben Tr~, which was Tancanh and Dakto fell _on A~ml. count the military victories they 
loyal. followers. It has American As the battles now pass beyond I tot~lly ,flattened by U.S. bo~bs 24, rep?,rts s~ted the L1beraho_n are counting political victories 
officials worried. Tom Fox An Loe to Lai Khe (25 miles I durm~.'the _1968. Tet offenS1ve, Forces appeal,ed to be on their : too· as they wipe out troops 
quoted one as saying, "If a mass north of Saionn) and as the w,, ashitigton 1s_qu1_te prepar~_d to way to cutting Sou~h Vietnam in - ' . -- th . e out 
'"""' d h d t two." , : · and equipment, ey w~~ . desertidl'l-·begins, it could easily liberation of the Delta (to the . ,e,stroy t e city m·or er-~ save r'J. .Vietnamization and Pac1f1cation 
ball." Th ff" · I Id 't 1t , The milita yictories are snow · e O icia cou n south of the capital) proceeds · . ; as well-things that are much 
bring himself to admit that it had swiftly Saigon itself is rapidly . In t~e Central Highland~, the substan,tial. But the ultimate •harder for U.S. aid to replace than 
probably already begun. b ' - th p h L1berat1on Forces are attacking on victory is the increased support ·r 
Liberation Forces have enticed p echo min~ an° er ·t n~tmh several fronts Already 5000 for the Liberation Forces and for guns and am mum ion. 
en -an immense c1 y w1 · • . , p ·, . , 
President Thieu to send thousands ill" f I d · th b · ARVN troops are retreating, the RG s Seven Pomt Peace Plan m ions o peop e riven ere y .. -. · · . -
of ARVN relieftroops(including U.S. bo~bing, cut off from the ·-11111111111111 ____ ... ____ IIII 
the eptire 21st Division from the countryside, dependent on the 1· -· ··. · · I 
\lekong Delta) up Highway 13 U.S. for material survival. 
t rom Saigon to rescue the As people swarm into the 
hes~iged forces in the provincial larger cities to escape the war, the .1 s s t I cap1talof An.toe. Liberation Forces have refrained · ummer orage The Liberation forces then from all acts of war against the ' proceeded to pin down ·and cities. Since the experience of the I I 
systematically wipe out the relief Tet offensive in 1968, it is . J. BOX STORAGE 
.:olumns, which are now, not only ·common knowledge that anytime 
cut off from their destina,tion ~t "NVA" or "VC" are reported I • STORAGE ONLY I 
An Loe, but are preventeNrom. anywhere, including the cities, · -Moth Crystals. Added 
retreaJingsouthward toSaigoi\_!>y 'U.S. advisers and Saigon . -Free Insurance 
attacks from the rear.. \ commanders will immediately call ' ·1 I On April 18, while Thieu's. in air strikes to dislodge them. . -Payment _In Advance 
force~.,.were pinned down on ·'\,_ When Secretary of State $3 SO per box/ $4 95 
Highway · t 3, the Liberation 'William Rogers predicted a I - · · . 
Forces opened a new front in bli>1:idbath. in the cities if "the : includes keeping box 
Cambodia by cutting Highway l Communists took ·over," he knew in the Fall 
betwee~,Phno~hn and Saigon. exactly what he was _talking: I 2. CEDAR/ZED STORAGE I I 
..
. Congratulations: I -All Garments Cleaned I I 
and Pressed 
·to those who .made it - -Free Insurance & Free 
celebrate with us. I Mothproofing I 
To the rest of you: . -Packaged in Cedarized 
eat away your anxieties at I Bai at 25¢/Bag I 
PAY IN THE FALL 
THE SUB-SHOP ·I CLOTHESMUSTBEBROUGHTTOMAINPLANT I 273 .• 9922 
I ~ I 
I _ I 
I l9UD .... In< 1/.7We,• s,_ St,H,tffia,o I 1,· a. . ,2_1)-3$66• a 
·· .. -----------.. - - l 
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demonstrators had chosen to postpone 
negotiations until later in the morning, 
the Giap-Cabral group felt differently. 
··This information was communicated 
to us only two minutes after our• 
representative had called Plane to 
arrange negotiations." Incidents such as· 
this and a refusal by the major media to 
communicate the basis for the 
occupants' demands further alienated 
the two groups. 
The major blow came on Friday 
when a temporary restraining order was 
issued at 5:45 p.m. This order enjoined• 
any individual from "con~egat~g. or 
assembling within" University buildings 
and facilities ... "in such manner as to 
disrupt or interfere y.oith normal 
functions conducted by (the 
University)." By 6:30 p.m. the ~roup 
decided to remain. 
Earlier ( 2: 15 a.m.) the President 
expressed that the Giap.Cabral people 
had made ••a substantial statement" 
about • • l he terrible experience in 
Southeast Asia that we are all a part of" 
but still refused to negotiate, citing his 
dilemma, "I am the President of the 
whole University". In fact, 
counter-insurgent groups such as the 
Cornell Conservative Club and the· 
Campus Coalition urged Provost Plane 
to put an end lo the takeover. . . 
Yet, to many demonstrators, th1s_hne 
held little water. As mentioned earlier a 
sense of distrust had grown between the 
two groups. When Corson or Gurowitz 
referred to CAL, they would talk only 
about their intent to sell the operation 
rather than address themselves to the 
.. conversion., of CAL to non-defense 
research activities. When Corson 
mentioned that there was no classified 
defense research, cynicism began to 
creep in. ''What about unclassified 
research?" they demanded to know. -
After the 6:30 decision and until 
11: IS p.m. Friday, members of..the 
Giap-Cabral group moved outside, 
enlisting support. At the latter hour, the 
University sent word that it would agree 
to establish ·'discussion groups" on ''the 
facts and the political and moral 
implications underlying each demand". 
fhis was unanimously rejected at 12: 30 
a.m. Saturday as a .. publicity release", 
again showing the Administration's 
disinterest in negotiations. 
At noon on Saturday the engineering 
library was opened on a "book request 
through the window" basis. This was a 
tactical decision made so as not to 
alienate more students and generate 
more needless criticism. This policy 
was carried on from 12 to 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. 
Another attempt to serve show cause 
orders to a specific group of indiv,iduals 
was foiled when said persons couldn't 
be located at 7: 30 p.m. When the same 
Safety Division officers attempted once 
again several minutes after midnight 
they were reminded by legal consultants 
that such orders couldn't be delivered 
on Sunday. 
By Sunday night a segment of the 
-.. 
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group thai had Jield Giap-Cabral for 
foW> days decided it was time to move. 
outside for good and organize support 
for "their brothers and sisters on the-
jnside as well as to draw attention to the 
issues. This appeared to be the turning· 
poipt as the arrival of a State Supreme, 
Court preliminary injunction appeared 
'imminent. After hours of discussion 
early Monday morning, the group made 
the decision to work on the outside.· 
After they ·1eft, no doubt to the 
immense relief of the Administration, 
they began th first of 7:00 a.m.-10:00 
p.m. picket lines in front of Day Hall, 
the Cornell Administration Building. 
At a 15-ininute hearing at 2:00 p.m. 
Monday, intended for those individuals 
cited in the restraining order, James 
Kerrigen, the defendents' attorney ~who 
has since left the case due to conflict of 
interests), requested that a paragraph_be 
inserted in the order that would provide 
that the injunction (issued anyhow but 
contextually similar to the restraining 
order) not prohibit . any constitutional 
rights of the defendents. The judge 
declined, saying "First amendment 
rights have to take second place to the 
public interest." The occupationofGiap-
Cabral Hall cannot be easily forgotten.· 
There were many people touched in a 
unique and profound way by the small 
cry for humanity initiated on the 
Cornell campus last Wednesday. In the 
words of one Giap.Cabral veteran, "It is 
unfortunate that illegal militant action 
such as this is __ necessary," ... (but 
certain people) ... "have to be pressed 
to go further." A year ago they said the 
movement was dead. Look again. It was 
only resting. 
:-, 
" _ .. -";7. 
Although the Cornell Admini~trationl 
insists the Giap-Cabral takeover had no 
· bearing whatsoever on the votes o( the 
Investment Committee of the Board of 
Trustees who met in New York on 
Monday, ... eight members of that 
committee, in an.unprecendented action 
for Cornell and most major universities, 
voted against manageme11t of ·the 
corporations in . which in universit)( ·has 
interests. The committee: _ 
A) Supported a Kennecott Copper 
Corp. proposal which, if passed, · will 
require the company to "minimize in au 
feasibie ways the applicable ecological 
laws and regulations". (Cornell owns 
· 65,000 shares of Kennecott). . .. 
B) Supported an ITT proposal which 
calls for creation of a 'Committee on 
Economic Conversion" changed .. to 
make recommendations to provide for 
an orderly transition to civilian orient_ed 
production" (Cornell has a $2,750,000 
or 50,000 share interest). -- ,. 
C) Expressed support of a Ford 
Motor Company proposal which called 
for disclosure of programs and their 
costs in "automotive air pollution 
control and motor vehicle safety." The 
trustees called "unreasonable" a section 
of the proposal which would require 
data on employment of minority 
groups. (Cornell owns 40,723 shares of 
Ford stock). 
In a joint statement by Gordon 
Chang, committee_ --~~1pber, Peter 
Heywood, grad student, Jack C. Kiefer, 
mathematics and Rukudzo Muapa, 
Africana studies, they stated: 
••we are· very pleased with the 
outcome of today's trustee Investment 
Committee meeting and hope that this 
is the beginning of a socidlly conscious 
investment policy. With today's vote,; 
Cornell has provided clear and positive' 
leadership in investment policy to other 
institutional investors." 
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Abortion - Every Woman's Rigflt 
by Jan Gatti 
For years women have brought 
unwanted children into the world 
becaust. they had not choice in 
the matter. Finally in 1970 a law 
liberalizing abort ions was passed 
in New York State. This law 
allowed a woman to decide 
whether or not she would bear a 
child. This was the answer to a 
serious problem which had for 
years been overlooked and shoved 
into a corner in the hopes that 
maybe it would just go away. 
Because of this law many 
unwant.:d children have been 
spared the hardship of being 
brought into a world where they 
would only be terribly mistreated. 
This law has also helped to lower 
the number of children being 
placed into homes until some 
family decided to adopt them. 
Today the Assembly Codes 
Committee reported to the floor a 
bill which would repeal the 
present abortion law and restore 
the old. 
Gov. Rockefeller says that if 
such a law 1s ·passed he will veto it. 
The bill was sponsored by 
Assemblyman Edward r. 
Crawford. R Oswego and Senator 
Jame!> fl. Donovan, R-Oneida 
Country. 
Rockefeller did, however, 
announce that he would he willing 
to support a change in the 
gestational period-at present this 
period is :!4 weeks and it would 
he reduced to 16 weeks. 
Constance Cook, the principal 
sponsor of the liberalized abortion 
law made the following comment. 
"It is regrettable that this bill 
has come out as the result of 
militant and well-financed 
pressuring. It is more evidence 
that women arc regarded as 
politcally insignificant. Until the 
effect of their votes i,; felt at the 
polls, women will continue to 
receive this kind of treat men I." 
The Tompkin~ County Ad-lloc 
Committee to Save the Abortion 
L1w has d1artered a hus lo lake 
local citizens to Albany today to 
participate in a state wide rally lo 
protest the new hill. The 
Committee feels that Rockdellcr 
should know that the people 
!>Upport hJm m his decbion. The 
bus left Stewart Park at 7:30 a.m. 
this morning. llopcfully, these 
women and all other 
conscientious people will prevail 
and abortion can remain a right. 
(LNS)-New York State's 
liberalized abortion law, passed 
last year after a Jong fight by 
women's groups, is under attack. 
A well-financed challenge, backed 
by the considerable wealth of the 
New York Catholic Archdiocese, 
is attempting to get the law 
repealed. 
New York's law, one of the 
most liberal in the country, 
permits abortions on demand for 
women up to 24 weeks pregnant. 
Since July 1970, when the law 
ca me into effect ( during which 
time 200,000 abortions were 
performed) most health 
.authorities have praised the 
results. Deaths from faulty illegal 
abortions have dropped 
dramatically, the "illegitimate" 
birth rate has fallen off ( this is 
usually used by the Health Dept. 
as a yardstick to measure 
unwanted births), and the number 
of low-weight, premature 
births-those with the lowest life 
expectancy-has dropped as well. 
Women from many· parts of the 
country have avoided the hack 
abortioner by coming to New 
York to have abortions. 
Now the alliance of right-wing 
groups and Catholic hierarchy is 
exerting pre·ssure on legislators to 
repeal the law and return New 
York to the era when abortions 
were only permitted to "save the 
life of the mother"-a decision 
made by a committee of doctors 
at each hospital. There is evidence 
that many Catholic women do not 
agree with the Church hierarchy's 
stand. In Chicago, one abortion 
counselor reported that 40% of 
their counseling was given to 
Catholic women. 
Several weeks ago, 10,000 
peo pie led byt he Knights of 
Columbus, a men's Catholic 
fraternal order, and groups like 
Right to Life and Friends of the 
Fetus marched to deman·d repeal. 
The momentum 'for repeal has 
built quickly, catching the 
women's movement unawares. 
The er ies of "murder·" have 
frightened many legislators. who, 
not sensing the support of the 
pro-abortion movement, are 
jumping on the bandwagon of 
repeal, lest they be tagged 
murderers too. 
Now, the May 6 Coalition For 
Abortion Rights had called for a 
rally and march to be held in an 
effort to stem the tide. 
Warning that already because 
of pressure, New York has 
stopped medicaid payments for 
elective abortions and that on 
Long Island, the only public 
hospital closed down its abortion 
clinic, the group is calling f9r all 
supporters of the present abortion 
law to come out. 
The May 6 Coalition includes 
Congresswoman Bella Abzug and 
Shirley Chisholm, Women's 
Health and Abortion Project 
(WONAAC), Beulah Saunders of 
the National Welfare Rights 
Organization, and many -other 
groups. The marchers will 
assemble at 12 noon in front of 
Bellevue Hospital, First Ave. and 
27th St. and march to Union 
Square. More information can be 
obtained from WONAAC, 150 5th 
AVe., New York, N.Y. 10011. 
Tel: (212) 675-9150. 
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Congradulations . Class 
Best Wishes From 
STONE HOUSE- INN 
Serving Dinner From .5 p m 
Thurs May 11' Friday May 12 
Make Your Reservations Now 
273~2240 
1457 E.· Shore Drive 
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"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rohl'rt S. Boothroyd -- Class of':!4' 
Robert L. Boothroyd -- Cl~ss of '60' 
I knry G. Keyser ----Class of "S:!' 
\\'illi.,m Flynn ------
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
· AGENCY, INC. 
"We Welcome Your l11q11iry.'.' 
312 East Smeca. Ithaca. N. Y. 
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THE STORE IS ·· ON SALE* 
J1!!!!1 ~ 
catalogue 
- . pr1ce-
•except Benglla Desh & Rock Imports 
(sal~ includes Blues_& Jazz Imports at $2.97) 1 
SALE STARTS MAY 5th; ENDS MAY 8th 
RECORDS . TAPES 
sale 
2.98 ••• 1.87 
sale 
4.98 ••• 2,97 
5.98 ... ,~77 
aa1e 
6.98 .•• 4.57_ 
(I-track& cassette) sale 
_ 6.98 ... 4.87 
catalogue sale 
.price 7.98 ... 5.87 
.· .. ~. ~. -MIDTOWN RE ·· & . 317 c:OlillGE AVE.: tiouRs= MON flll 10dJO.IO:GO 
-~. - . , .. ,, . . .. · ·_::-~ -> -: a7~-241s;·. -sa,~10:00 ·.&GO,: .. SUN, 12.ICJO.&Qo 
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EAST HILL. MERCHANTS.ASSOC.-·: .,-~ 
.,... . '· ·- --~·r-~ •--: 
MAY 5 & 6 
UNIVERSITY 
DELICATESSEN 
& 
Sandwich Shop 
Corner of Dryden Rd 
& College Ave 
1r/JltJlflfffl fliff!3J!j 
·Ithaca's only full service 
bicycle shop congratulates th 
Clas1 of 1972 and thanks you. 
for your patronage. 
Stop in thi1 summer if you're 
in Ithaca· or see you next fall 
at either of our two locations 
414 College Ave 
. (NEXT TO CORNELL) 
or 307 Taughannock Blvd 
(ACROSS FROM THE STAT/ON RESTAURANT) · 
SALES , SERVICE , RENTALS 
·-- ~-----·------
SIDEWALK SPECIALS 
SAN.DAL'S 
womens & mens 
ALL SIZES 
$4-$6-$8 
something for everyone 
. :: 
..... ,·r ~ ..:• - ":'- .- • : •• 
SIPEWAL-K· SALE 
' I ~ ..... ,:o~-
'.I_LJ .. G_OOD OLE 
TRIANGLE BOOK SHOP 
SIDEWALK BARGAINS 
New CHILDREN'S -BOOK 
_ · Values to $4.9S 99f 
· . Toddler• to teens · 
-For Vacation - Chriatmu ~ .. Birthcl ·. 1 
SAVE MOR~ THAN.-
SOpercent 
on Jac:lceta - Jackets - Jackets 
Hundreda to Choose From 
. . 
Featured Again - Everybody'• Favorite 
MODERN 
LIBRARY CLASSICS 
regular $2.95 N·ow.99·4': 
While they last - Yoµ can't miss 
. CAMPUS PACS ~·f::21s, 
BOOKS-.BY THE POUND 
More than a· ton to choose from· 
49t per pound· 
. -·-· . 
39•/Ib. when buying 10 Iba. 
SMILEY SHIRTS $1.9S 
Reveraible Sh~ $1_. 75 
ancl. ~cada More 
"See You In The Streeb'' 
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I 420 EDDY· STREET ITHACA,.~. Y. , I 
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I Bag·. 
!l 
• GREENWICH VILLAGE 
. 
• BOUTIQUE 
Discount 
Camping Goods I : 
1:: 
(In Collegeto~n> I·: 
I : 
•. : 
I ~ SIIPIR SAi.i!· I : 
THISWEEK.ONLY. EVERYITEMONSALE I; 
(EXCEPT BOOKS & SOME TENTS} WE ARE OVER-STOCKED •. ; 
10-400/o OFF I i 
OPEN I : 
TILL 414 COLLEGE AVE. 1 ~ 
9 P.M. (Al~VE TUE BIKE RACK) I : 
. ASCENT-UNIVERSAL-PACIFIC TENT-EUREKA. TENT • : 
. I 
DELIVERS 
SUNDAY, 
.THRU 
THURSDAY 
NITES 
IF YOU 
~ CALL 
BETWEEN 
7-10pm 
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402 COLLEGE A VE 
YOUR NEAR EAST 
SHOP 
CONG RATS CLASS '72 
REST OF YOU IN . SEPT. 
l'he best 
GOOD~OLD DAYS 
bargains ••• 
are at the 
:: ··i-:i, 
'·,-4~:"1 lt . PARTSHAI 
10.88 
. 
7 - Dav Sle_epi11g Bag -
$3.99 -
·· Zipper Gar,net 
Travel Bag $ I Value - 69( 
CtJr Wash Kits - 99c 
(Bucket & Sponges) 
Co11tiq11e Swisher Contact 
• 
* 
-----------... Pi11es 
Assorted 
( ~aywoodie .. liledico & 
• It 
* it
It 
it 
It 
J) r. G raho11 ) : Y2Price • 
11a/11e to .S<J.50 • .__ __________ ..,,,. 
•• it 
·- *. 
R e1,fo11g B/011tlsilk : . 
II air·('o/or - 69( ; , 
( f'or 11relighte11ed hair):. 
• • 
• 
• .. 
..--------.. * 1', 
Jti Styrofoa111 14 qt. 
ie11s Kit $6 1ia/11e ~ $1.99 ('ooler (11est - :·. 
9 •. ..... _ .... i....,._ ___ J •. 
• 
•• 
New Flits Sll11tt/ec,,cks 4 - 4-29( ., ,.. 
.,., 
FOUR TEN COLLEGE AVENUE• ITHACA, NEW YORK 
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SIDEWALK DAYS 
SPECIAL 
DELUXE HUSKEES Only 554 
reg. 70 4 
'I /4 lb burger w /lettuce,tomatoes,onions, mayonaise. 
pickles ,cheese · 
ICE CREAM CONES Only 204 
reg. 25 4 
Delicious,creamy, hand dipped hard ice cream, 
7 popular flavors 
ALL COLD SOFT DRINKS 104 & 20 q 
: reg. IS 4 & 25 4 
. ~ · F.R I & SAT ON LY ! 
it! 'Fri. 10:30 A .M.--6 P.M. Sat. 10:30 A .M.- S:00 P.M. 
;::, .. lf 
:· ~ve.r.eady Ca1,1ai11s.f1oocl/ight -.$1.99 
,"!.i~· • • ... ~ • ,:!' ' • • • - ~ 
•·• · :c • • ) .... Du-i!.ll-.-li.atteries} -··: 
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by Jan Tuchman 
(('PS)-One of the weakest 
Ii n ks in the~, American jui:licial 
system is the lack of a truly 
.. responsible method for selecting 
judges. 
Five different methods arc 
currently used for selecting judges 
across the country: partisan 
el..:ct ion. non-partisan election, 
mcri t plan selection. executive 
appointment and legislative 
appointment. 
None of them, however, 
manages to eliminate the 
problem:-. that a method which 
works well in theory often turns 
out quite differently in practice. 
Fourteen states still use the 
partisan election method to select 
most or all of their judges- a 
method which became popular in 
the day, of Jacksonian 
dcmocrat.:y. Candidates run with a 
party and arc usually allowcd to 
wagc a full campaign. 
Thirteen states use 
non- pa rt 1sa n c lcct ions which 
restrict campaigning and eliminate 
party affiliation. 
The merit plan is used by 
eleven states. Under this method a 
nominating committee of lawyers 
and citizens submits a panel of 
judicial nominees they ~nsidcr 
most qualified for a pariicular 
post. The governor then makes an 
appointment from the panel. 
In eight states and the fcderc1l 
~ovcrnmcnt. the chief executive 
appoints judges usually with the 
consent of a legislative body or 
commission. 
Only four states allow their 
legislatures to elect judges. 
Th c biggest naw in all the 
met hods is that they involve 
politics. It docs not help the 
credibility of the checks and 
·balances system that most judges 
arc selected by the branches of 
government they arc supposed tu 
balance. 
The partisan election of judges 
relics on party politics down to 
the local party level. And 
alt hough judicial elections arc 
often less competitive than other 
elections. voters often vote for 
judges by party only because they 
know little about their 
qualifications. 
Voters have frw sources of 
unbi.iscd information about 
judicial candidates in both 
partisan and non-partisan 
elect ions - c v e n i f t hey were 
inclined to make a careful study. 
According to an American 
Judicial Society report, ten· days 
after an election in New York 
City, 81 % of the voters could not 
name one of the judicial 
candidates they had voted for. 
"Merit selection not only has 
gubernatorial politics built into 
the system by the provision for 
gubernatorial appointment, but 
also institutionalizes bar 
association politics by the 
creation of nomination 
commissions staffed in part by 
lawyers elected by the bar,r said 
Sheldon Goldman. associate 
professor of government at the 
Univcr.;ity of Massachusetts. 
"It has also been found that 
the· commissions themselves 
engage in extensive internal 
negotiations and that the panels 
of names presented to the 
governor were often 'stacked'· to 
favor a particular nominee," he 
said. 
Accordin~ to Goldman, 
LOADDICI · WM 
Thurs. Nite 
OLD TIME FLICKS 
Fri. Nite··. 
'STARLIGHTERS' 
HAPPY HOUR ... 4- 6 / PITCHERS OF BUD - $1.00 
GIN&" TONICS- 5(Jq / BLOODY MAR-YS-50¢ 
Sat. Nite 
'STARLIGHTERS' 
. Sunday· Movie 
'To.Sir ·--With Love' 
_ w / Sidney Poitier·· 
.. 
' 
RESERVATIONS.OR /NFORMA.TION:. 273-1_3/1 .. 
. . •' . . . . 
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·us Nerve Ga 
(CNS)-ln ... the summc 
J 96..!J;-th~_United States Air F 
dropped two 50:,pound canni 
. · of a nerve gas- known as •· 
VX" on an outpost of what 
claimed were North Vietnar 
soldiers in Cambodia." Accor 
to a report in a recent issu 
-Earth magazine, the gas 
dropped to determine ,,.,. 
"Type vx:• actually worked 
,way scientist at the R, 
Mountain Arsenal in o~ 
Colorado de~gned it to. 
evidence suggests that all selection 
methods involve ,a negotiations 
process and that judicial positions 
arc often filled by those with a 
background of partisan activism. 
and the Senate will ordinarily 
refuse to confirm the nomination. 
The American Bar Association 
(ABA) is influential because _it 
receives ·the names of candidates 
for a judicial position, investigates 
t h_e m, and rates .t h·e m 
"Type VX" is so powerful 
a single drop of the.gas on hu 
skin causes vomiting, involun 
defecation, convulsions, par;1 
of tile centra! nervous system 
death-all within ten minutes. 
SO-pound cannister. is said 
contain enough of the gas to 
two and a half million people 
Gerard Van der Leun, 
wrote the. Earth article, said 
it was impossible to detern 
how many people died in 
experiment known as "Pro 
Red Cap" but added: "It coul 
assumed · that everything 
walked,. flew, crawled or 
within the immediate vicinit~ 
the target area was dead sev 
thousand times over within fift 
minutes. 
In the selection of federal 
judges, the negotiations cen~~r is 
the office of the Deputy Attorney 
General and includes U.S. 
Senators from the ·state receiving 
the appointment, leaders of the 
president's party and members of 
the American Bar Association's 
( ABA) Standing Committee on 
Federal Judiciary. 
"Exceptionally Well QiiJtUfied·; . 
Well Qualified; Qualifiecl;f.~r Not,;.--;,,,:•: 
Qualified." ._~:· ' · , ·..,, ·, J·' ··' · 
The Nixon ad11Jinistrati9n has 
agreed not to nominate candidates 
rated ~'.Not Qualified", according 
to Goldlllan, thus giving the ADA 
a veto in federal judicial selection. • 
Senators play a major role in 
judicial selection and are always 
consulted before a nomination is 
made. James Eastland of 
Mississippi, chairman of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee sends 
a blue slip to both of the judicfal 
candidates' home-state senato . If 
either Senator does not return .he 
slip, the nomination is abandor.~d. 
At least 90% of judicial 
appointments go to members of 
the President's party. Richard 
Nixon nominated 90% 
Republicans, Lyndon Johnson 
94% Democrats,- John Kennedy 
91 % Democrats and Dwight 
Eisenhower 93% Republicans. 
The politics involved in the 
sel_ect ion of judges does not 
necessarily reflect on their 
quality. But this is certainly one 
aspect, at least, · of the judicial 
system in which there is little 
This gives Senators an 
unwritten but real veto over the 
President's selection because if a 
Senator has not been consulted he 
can invoke Senatorial cou~esy · impartialitv. _ 
n.xt Fall. elect Bregenz, 
11f.ar 
k 
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Austria! Wagner College's 
European Campus · 
Apply now to experience one of the most 
exciting 'year abroad' programs available, 
centrally located among Europe's finest 
winter sports areas. 
Live with an Austrian family• No language 
requirement for admission • Learn German by 
using it •. Independent travel and ·organized 
excursions throughout Europe • Skiing and 
ski instruction • Fully accredited 
CUARICULUMS INCLUDE: 
Art, Art Hlato,v, Economics, Education, 
English, Language•, Hlatory, Music,· · 
Philosophy, PQchology, S~lology and 
Physical Education . 
' ' 
Op•n to aophomorn. juniors and 11nlor1 from all 
accredited coll111 ... For d•te/11 wrll•: · 
WAGNER COLLEGE . 
BREGENZ STUDY PROGRAM 
Wagner·college · · · 
Staten Island, New. York 10301 
(212) 390:3107 . . · ' 
. ,.; .. 
. ~ ... ~, 
~ ' . ~ .. : : 
., ~-.: 
,. A 
COMPLETE 
MUSIC.AL SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
· ·Music Store 
- 201 Soutf? Tlop_SL 
ltllaCI 272. • 8262 
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272-1616 
HULL HEATING 
&' 
PLUMBING INC. 
'. ,. · .. For Courteous and . 
·oepe~dable Serv,ice 
· Kitchen Aid • 
804 WEST SENECA STREET 
272 • 3550 ITHACA. N.Y. 
.. 'f -· ,": • \ ~ • • • M • •' ~ ';:-' • ••• ~ M ~ ! .: ~ . • - - .. •' . ' ; 
· Hot Lemonade 
Hat Lemonade 
Same people say that lemon {uice/maple sugar combination cleanses 
the system. Honey is a better sweetener far the brain, but maple sugar 
is a sensual taste delight. Take your choice. 
1 ¼ cup lemon juice 
1 ½ cup maple sugar 
I¼ cup honey 
2 qts. water 
1 teas. salt 
or 
C, 
Heat the juice. Add the water, salt, and sweetening. Stir it well to mix. 
Adjust the sweetening. Stir once more. This serves 8 people. 
Chestnut Rice 
CHESTNUT RICE 
3 cups dry rice 
4 cups water . 
15-20 peeled chestnuts, cut into,chunks 
2 tablespoons soy sauce 
dash afsalt 
2 teaspoons sugar or mirin 
Wash rice, add all ingredients, cover and cook as steamed rice. You can 
peel chestnuts easily by making an incision with a knife and boiling" 
them for 5 minutes. Or you can make an incision and roast them for 30 
minutf!s or so, and then peel them. Baking gives another pleasant 
dimension to the chestnut rice. 
. I 
• I • 
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CAMP COIJNSELORS 
OPENINGS 
MAYERS SMOKE. SHOP 
-~ 
Camp Sequoia. Rock Hill, NY 
Mi.nlmum Age 20. Positions for men 
& w-omen In:· Head Water Front & 
. I -
Assistants (WSI), small crafts,· drama, 
tennis, arts • crafts,· nature, pioneering, 
photography, music (piano), General 
athletics. -
FOR INFORMATION & APPLICATION 
CONTACT OFFICE OF SERVICES FOR 
CAREER PLA·NS1, EGBERT UNION_. 
• 1· ~ 
• .J .. ,, • ". ;-, ~, ' • ..; '' ~·- ... ·~ '., " 
.... 
·Headquarters for 
ALL. 
your Spring smoking 
and reading supplies. 
com~ in any time 
,' ·"' 
• ·1::i .• 
,I 
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Orientadon Goa Underground ;,.;,;f:t~~(;;r't:1~}1'." 
The Fall Freshman Orientation 
Committee, in addition to its· 
, egular program, this year will 
feature an underground'. 
. orientation for those who prefer. 
small group activities. The 
.committee, headed by the, 
steering committee of Jeff 
Burnham, Robert Hanford, Seth 
Levin and Natalie Scholl hope to 
P rcscn t an orientation program 
with something for everyone. 
Underground orientation will 
be aimed at those students who 
don't particularly care for -the 
large group-planned activities, and 
at giving the new freshman the 
im~ide information on what Ithaca 
College is really like. Main 
attract ion of th is under-ground 
orii:nta lion will be a Freshman 
Center that will be set up like a·, 
coffee house. It will remain open 
during the orientation pf!riod each 
evening until 3 A.M., serving as 
both an information and referral 
center, and a place for an informal 
off-beat speaker series entitle-d 
"Everything I Never Wanted To 
Know About Ithaca College, But 
Found Out Anyway." This will be 
a chance for both faculty and 
students to sit down in an 
informal atmosphere and air their 
gripes about IC'. There will be 
coffee and donuts available, and 
progrJms planned there will also 
include free movies and a general 
guide lo registration. 
Underground orientation will 
also be featuring underground 
tours. There will be a number ol 
different tours of places· 
off-the-beaten-track of the regular 
J(' tours, including a downtown 
bar-hopping tour of the local 
taverns and pubs. 
There will also he traditional 
speakers in the union lounge, 
· by Leah Facka!! 
which will include Dr. Hammond 
speaking on !the Health Center 
Facilities, and Dr. Daetsch on the 
Center for lndividu;J and 
l n terdisciplinary Studies. There 
will also be various exhibits and 
workshops The workshops will be 
demoristrations for special interest 
groups, and will include 
everything from needlework 
demonstrations to politica 
discussions. 
The regular "big events" of the 
general program will begin 
Thursday evening,- August 31, 
with the President's Convocation 
and welcome. This will be 
followed by a pool party--
featuring The Schnitzel Fritzels 
a German beer-drinking band, and 
free beer. On Friday general 
registration will be held for the 
freshmen as well as a barbeque for 
both them and their parents. Main 
feature of the day will be a 
carnival. Over a thousand dollars 
worth of prizes have been donated 
by the men.hants in the area for 
th is carnival. Faculty and 
administrators have offered. their 
services to have pies and sponges 
thrown at their (aces. Upper 
classmen registration will take 
place on Saturday, as well as 
freshmen visitation at the home of 
President Phillips. Saturday night 
will feature the traditional "Meet 
the Bombers•· dance. Sunday 
there will be a showing of the' 
movie "The Andromeda Strain', 
visitation of faculty homes, and 
sports night. On sports night, the 
gym and other facilities · for 
informal sports activities and 
competititons will be opened. 
Other tentative plans for the 
·program include an underground 
theatre production and a student 
input newspaper to supplement 
the Ithacan written by the 
freshmen. There will also be 
various student information 
cent~rs and phones set up to aid 
the freshmen during the 
orientation period. 
With these plans and others 
still brewing, the fall orientation 
committee hopes to interest every 
member of the incoming freshmen 
class. 
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Tbe'roadisfallen withige ... ; ; ....... :~r'._ 
.. cnimbled within itself;; . ··· .- · -·· · · ·:·? 
3 ·his:become a wrinkle·"· ··.. · .-
~~thed of time. ~:;. ~: .. : . .="':.·:'[? ,: • 
.She has aged vaguely; 
'within-the 'crisp parchment 
of her skin . · 
remains a bright streamed brook 
so fresh'that however many eons 
have scraped the banks 
they are only,gently eroded. StilL 
Touched vaguely by the love 
cupped in the crust 
of the swallowed road,. 
she sits back, smiles now and 
her short left wrist tingling, 
she remembers. 
Seeing tlie road, she smiles 
smiles now as it spits up 
its own swallowed cobbles 
reforms in the sulfurous smoke 
because on the healed way 
her warlove does ·approa'ch-
She hears again 
the shrill shell 
someone screaming her own scream 
through her own lips. 
In her chair she feels 
the cobbles heave beneath her 
·-
as the bloodbreath of her love is scattered 
in shards in a wind, 
And feels her body thrown 
by the retching earth, 
. sees the blood spout, smoking 
·from the redness just below her left wrist. 
She smDes once more, 
and upon rising, 
goes in her shawl fo tend her tea; 
smiling for she is prettily whole 
again, again and once again , 
beyond her brittle skin. 
PITCHER o··a·UD 
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GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!-
SIINGR/11-
UNDER 26~ 
WHENEV.E.R THE DRINKI_NG LAMP· 
IS 1.JT. 
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To.baccon.alia 's. 
College Smoker 
Y. our pipe dreams 
. ';> 
out of focus • 
314-316 College Ave. 272-1290 
ANNOUNCES 
WITH 
TREPEDA TION 
BIZAAR BARGAIN 
DAYS 
.. ~ ~ 
- :"'~AL.\..,_v> -· 
.· .. ·~ 
The College Smolcer Puts If·. All Together 
.,...,. 
5 Largest selection of quality 
commercial tobaccos. 
6 Largest selecti~n of quality 
cigars. Many available only 
at the College 'Smoker. .. 
7 · Largest scented candl~ selection. 
8 · Largest selection·of amusing and 
_challenging games for adults. 
-
... 9- .. ~ ~-.A shOJ! that- wants you to browse . 
_; and take your time. 
• first one to a~wer co"ectly gets one free. 
"..;~~ 
. t:.~·:}· ::-:: ..... ~· 
I What's wrong with 
Sherlock, up above. * 
2 The largest and finest 
selection of quality pipes 
· what ever the price. 
3 The only personal ble11ding 
service in the finger-lakes. 
4 The only shop staffed by 
qualified Tobacconi$ts in 
Ithaca. 
r, 
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.. 
It isn't easy to do 
everything we do. 
It isn't easy to show. 
you either. 
Why not stop in during our. 
Bizaar Bargain DOys ? 
. . ' .. 
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Pipes: Virgin Finish, Plum Finis.h 
Dark and Light Walnut, Sandblast, Tan blast 
- -
Pre:bte Grain, Sa fin Grain all types--- -
Inventory Clearance-Pric~d S 1 .00 and up 
Tobaccos * : Grand Vizier, Smoker's Bazaar ,City of lzm ir, 
Buviturk, Royal .Court, Rum Rose, Judson's Revenge, 
Cyrano de Bergerac, Golden V·elvet, 0 range Velvet., 
Black aild Gold, The Parson·'s Choice, Dutch Burl, 
Low land Special, Gerry's Highland Special, H avanna Rey, 
D,on Rafael, Judson's Bane and a few score more 
our 
l)f"hate 
hand 
(Sale) 
A II Manufactured in our shop by hand- No Chemical Additives. 
Packaged as you like it. A II our Tobaccos 15% off. 2 oz., 
. 20%- ½ lb., 2S% lb or more. 
INVENTORY CLEARANCE: 
Middleton Tobaccos - Cherry, Walnut, Hickory, 
Sugar Barrel. 
American Standard Blends 
. Gold Label Cigars 
La Corona Cigars_ 
.Epoca 
William Penn 
White Owl 
Antonio y Cleopatra 
~ If lt'si·a toba~co produ_ct, and we_ don.'t stock it, maybe we know something. that you don't know! ~, 
ii,i::~~;}:,,>; .. i·,,;~, ,·.: ·,<-: ··, •. ': J fi.~·~_w..._. _ .......... ~1:.~~~~-;~ r • ..._~ ........ !::.'"±~ ,~ • _ .... _. ;, • ..,~.· :!:-~· 1: 
',. '1,1,," ... " ' 0 > 'I••---.;! 1o l, ~ 0. • ' ' \- • .. l, •,'Ii\, I•;--~~~,~ ,t' ,-, - ~'I,., 1 • \'' • •~; •' , .... .,.. ., .. \. 1 t ~.-,----;~,•J"",;•---::;.",----:'-(.'1; -.;:,-..:.·-:;~:~-:. .. -1-:- -,~,••'i'•, ... :•;-;:•1•"f.o'i-;;---.~~~- _;,,••,,,,;_,~~---_) ,-,,- r-.-,--, • ,-----;--~!, '•, ~(" •~·-.-.-:.,••, 
· · :.' .'£~:,irt.'1.t~~• .?.vstl..ns:lc,111 ~err- . · -. · ' · .··~- · ·- · · · · . · · -' · · ··· : · · · · 
. ·,rt;~llJ~~fllV~. .· . 
College SmOlcel" Aviation Compal1y fauncltes·~(f'"" 
. . . - - . -
BAR 
Trial Balloon 
With Our 
Lighter Than Air 
_ ·Prices;I 
.' /4 ~{I·,,..,,,,,, '/1,,or.J 
• o t ,o •I I • 
ltTHER'S DAY & GRADUATION 
SELECTED TOBA(:CO PRODUCTS ......... .30-50.~ 
WALNUT ACCESSORIES ....................................... -... 20S 
SELECTED BRIARS .................................... ~ .............. 20-30 % 
MERSCH A UMS .......................................... ~··················~~ ......... ~35 ". 
STATUES ····························~·····························~ ................. 2 0-50 s,. - · 
ADUL·T GAMES .................................................................... ~ 20 % 
SALE PRICES-
ON ALMOST 
EVERYTHING 
-DURING 
BIZAAR _BARGAIN 
DA.YS 
Don't y~u fiddle around 
whil~ everyone else 
gets the-hot bargains at 
-
the Coll••• Smoker 
lizaar · 1argains Daya~ 
- ~:.:. ' :.-~ .. -· ... ,-.,"~_ .. ;,\. 
-~·--~ 
Conalder 
,,1 Ezllilit 
- ·011 •• ,,.,· 
Program• An exhibit of student art work is currently on display in the 
library due to the unfortunate 
situation which existed on 
Saturday, April 22. As part of an . 
. :(CPS)-.\lthough many gifted arts exhibit which accompanied 
and · hardworking... students have the IC Orchestra to its Lincoln 
long been able to graduate from Center Concert, it was be~g 
their under-graduate college tra~sporte~ o~ a tr_uck Yt'.llh 
careers in less than four years, . musical equ~pment which broke 
efforts are now being made down 90 miles from Ne~ York 
nationwide to shorten the average Cil?'- and had to ~e to"'.'~: It 
ti.J]le a student spends in college. arrived too late for the exhibition, 
--Sev.eral hundred schools andwasbcoughtbacktodecarate 
already offer students ways to the library. 
finish in less than four years, 
usually by taking summer courses 
and by "testing out,. _ of courses 
for credit. 
During the past year several 
dozen schools have begun 
experimenting with a more radical 
alternative: redesigning the basic 
curriculum so that it lasts three 
years instead of four. 
College administrators 
generally cite two major reasons 
for going to three-year programs. 
Students coming from high school 
are better prepared for college 
than in the past, and by 
eliminating a year, ~ the 
college and the_ student_ saves 
money. __ • 
"ryte largest of the three-year 
programs begUn last fall is at the 
State. University ·of New York at 
Geneseo. ·There more than 100 of 
the 800 incoming freshmen opted 
for · the program on one week's 
noti<;e. 
Ripon College, -in Wisconsin, 
wilt institute a three-year program 
next fall, ··requiring students to , . 
maintain significantly higher 
grades than in four-year programs. 
Other ~chools considering the 
three-year approach are Princeton, 
Iowa, and Utah. 
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,SIDEWALK 
DA'YS 
FRIDA-Y&. 
..... 
SATU~DAY O'N LY· 
DRESS SHIRTS 
U.99 R ••. $1.00 
, PERMA-·PRESS! 
· SHORT SLEEVES! 
-GREAT PRINTS, STRIPES! 
·HOT PANTS 
$1~99 
BLUE DENIM! 
DEEP POCKETS! 
WIDE CUFFS! 
KNIT-SHIRTS 
-· .. $2~'99-$3.-99 
REG. $4.50 to $8 
SHORT OR LONG SLEEVES! 
GREAT FOR GUYS OR GIRLS!' 
•ALL HAWAIIAN BIKINIS! 
• A tL CU LLO TTES! 
-.A.LL KNIT TOPS! 
EVERY-
THING!-
Photo by Bennet Smullyan 
-EVERYTHING on SALE 
JEANS 
2 for $7.00 
FOR GUYS OR GIRLS! 
MANY FABRICS! 
.ALL SIZES! 
DRES.1ES 
SpeddGtOUp 
¾Price 
LONG OR SHORT! 
ALL THE STYLES YOU WANT! 
MORE JEANS;. 
$2.00 Off 
ALL THE JEANS 
IN THESTOtRE! 
( except 2 fair-traded brands.) 
•ALL BODY SUITS! 
•ALL HANDBAGS! 
•ALL DRESSES! 
EVERY-
THING! 
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The Selective Service System thinks he qualifies. '." · 
has announced new procedures · Ev.cry. rl!g'istrant lists ·a 
for 18 year olds who are to permanent -residence and mailing 
register for the draft. The new address. The draft board serving 
1>rovisions say that a person must .. the area of that residence will be 
register with a draft board within his permanent board regardless of 
a period of 30 days before to 30 where he choo$es to register. 
days after his 18th birthday. He should he ·registe·r at his 
must brq some official type . permanent draft borad, a new 
identification wtih him when he registrant will be issued his 
registers such as his birth registralion certificate and notice 
certificate, social security card, of classification on the spot 
drivers license, school or college should time permit. 
activity card·or a credit card. Practically all new registrants 
Registration will not consist of will remain in class I .ff, a holding 
filling out a registration ~rd an~ a category, until their lottery 
new style of registration drawing held early in the calendar 
questionnaire. The registrant may year that they reach 19. Those 
now take the questionnaire home who receive low lottery numbers 
to fill out or can have it mailed to will then be considered for other 
him, but it must be returned classifications. other than 1-H and 
w i t h i n g _I O d a Y s . T h e may become draft eligible should 
questionnaire requires the names the registrant receive no 
and addresses of 3 persons outside deferment or exemption during 
the registrants immediate family the calendar year in which they 
who will always know his a~dress, become 20 years old. 
plus the names , relationships and New regulations also set a 
addresses of the registrant's family I 'i-41.:n~ time limit followiptt the 
over age 16. On this form, the ma1_l!ng_ of ~he n~tice of-
registrant is asked whether he cla~if1cation m which t~e 
belives he qualifies for a hardship registrant must request a local 
deferment, for C.O. status, for board personal appearance or 
surviving son exemption or for a P pe~l - to . change the_ ~ceived 
any number of. other Selective class1f1cat1on. Extensions of 
s e r v i c e defer men ts and a~ther 15 days can be granted if 
exemptions and may select an c1~cum~tances beyond ,t~e 
·exemption on !he form if he reg1Strant s control prevent him 
• 
-,. 
from responding within the first 
15 day period. The new 
regulations require the local and 
appeal boards to give at least 15 
SAY iT WITH MUSIC 
SPECIAL 
MOTHER1S DA y 
days notice before a personal 
appearance can take place. 
Registrants under long indu9tion 
postponements now have the right 
· to thavc their .classifibitions 
reconsidered· for poUible 
deferments. :,.._; 
In· addition, new rules say that 
the registrants- arc -allow~yip to 
. three witnesses at a local board 
personal appearance; piat. a 
· quorum of local board m~mbe~s 
must be present, but a registrant 1s 
only allowed I~ minutes f~r his 
presentation of . an appeal. The 
local board· though, must furnish 
him, as do the state boards~ with 
reasons should the decision fall 
against him in a classif~cation 
request. 
These changes, the /Jlst o 
almost 2 years of revision an 
clarification of registrant ·rights, 
tell only part of the new drafr 
story. Check out the whole draf, 
law and know your rights ... Wha 
you don't know can hurt you." 
Point of information: ~ateus 
Lancer's and Costa dcl Sol wine 
are products of Portugal. Purchas 
· of the above wines, purchase o 
imported sardines, and trave 
arrangements ·"through ccrtai 
st udcnt · travel agencies dircctl 
support the imperialist colonialis 
regime in Portugal. 
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• Give Mom the very best · 
• The best of Frank Sinatra, Al· Martino 
and Ed Aines · , 
• Tt,e latest'-releases.of Englebert Humper-d1nk 
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Community CoUitcil 
Role Uncf8ar 
by Ken Holcombe 
(LNS)-Recently two .. ads"' 
appeared in -diffe~nt medical 
journals published under the 
aupices · of American Medical 
Association (AMA). The unpaid 
"ad" consisted of a series of three 
In an attempt to implement an are not injurious to the interests mug shots plus a "wanted poster" 
e· ff~ ct i v e s y s t e m or' of the College as a Y.lhole." rap which requested the help of 
decision- making at Ithaca Student- Body President R:alph. doctors in tracking down a young 
Co 11 e g e , p I a n s are being Sicilliano proposed last night that woman wanted for .conspiracy to 
formalized for the I.C. decisions evolved in the transport illegal explosives across 
~omn:iu~ity Coun_cil. At an Community Council besuqmit.ted state -lines. ·The young woman 
1nformatlonal meetmg held on. to the three constftuent bodies for suf(ers from a severe form ofacne 
Wednesday night, considerable approval, amendment, or rtjection. that might "necessitate treatment 
controversy arose concerning the The Council would then by a dermatologist". · 
specific powers and duties of the reconsider the action. If all three The running of these ads has 
proposed council. of the constituent bodies did not · raised quite a ruckus in the 
The Community Council, as approve the second decision of. medical profession. Many 
proposed by the Long Range the Council, it could not' take · doctors-noJ. those among the 
P I a n n in g Co m mitt e e on. effect unless three-fourths of tlle AMA elite-feel that aiding the 
Governance, will include Council's voting members FBI or any police agency by 
thirty-nine members-26 _from the aperoved it. Sicilliano also feels informing is a violation of the 
major academic units (Schools,· that the constituent bodies should Hippocratic Oath which demands 
Division, Ce.nter for , In- maintain exclusive control over a confidential doctor-patient 
terdisciplinary Studies), one areas of decision-making which relationship. 
from the Faculty Council, one apply only to their constituencies. That confidentiality is also 
from the Executive Board of Thus, according to Sicilliano, protected by legislation in most 
Student Congress, one from the Student Congress would remain states. While doctors are required 
Staff Council, one from the the sole authority over Housing to report gunshot wounds, most 
Alumni Council, six from the and student activities funds. other "evidence" revealed to a 
Administration, and two from the Various proposals and ideas 
Library and Instructional concerning decision-making were 
R c s o u r cc s Center. This bandied about Wednesday night 
membership, however, is subject without any concensus being 
to modification. reached. Further action will ·take 
As of yet undetermined is the place when · the Faculty Council 
exa_ct r~lation of the Council, and the Student Congress 
w ht c ~ 1s expected to beome · Executive Board meet on May 11. 
effect1~e on Septe~b~r 1st, to ~he The Faculty Council is charged by 
constituent dec1s1on-ma-king the Board of Tru'stees with 
bodies presently in session-the implementation of the Governance 
Student Congress, All College Committee's recommendations 
Faculty Council, and the Staff Also to be determined· is 
Council. The Long Range whether or not the various 
Planning Committee on standing committees of. the 
Governance's proposal would give College will be responsible to the 
the Community Council the right Community Council or to some 
to .. review any policy at the other body(s). They presently 
College which it believes to be report to the Office of the 
significant for the College as a Provost . It was suggested 
whole." The Council shall Wednesday night that a 
furthermore "be responsible for ''committee on committees" be 
maintaining consistency among formed by the Community 
thepoliciesoftheCollegeandfor Council to determine the 
insuring that the .decisions of a structure, membership, and 
School or Division or the Center functions of All.College standing 
committees. 
Thank you from WICB 
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doctor by a ~tient .is protected! co~ence." 
_by. the confidentiality-statutes.· . Gaylin questioned "whether 
· . Ho-,,ever, the FBI bas been medicine ·shopld be encouraged, 
known to threaten doctors with or even allowe·d to be. an 
charges of "harboring ... and -extension of the.police functions 
"acce~ry". w~en they ref~ to of the . society. What happens to 
reveal mf~rmahon about. ~tie~ts. the ~dition of oonfidentiality 
Now they have the implied ·between patient and physician. 
~!ldorse~ent of th~· ~M~. Such use of the_profession by the 
ooperat,on to add ~o the1r police would represent the final 
arsenal of strong ar~ tactics.. . • destruction of the privacy, 
. / So far, the maJor pbyS1cUJD s intimacy and trust' of a theraputic 
gro~p to protest has been t~e relationship already seriously 
National Ho~se ~taff Conference eroded."· 
· (NHSC) which ts made up. of Gaylin foresees that if the 
inte~s and medical residents from precedent set by the ads were 
hospitals across the country._ For expanded to include fugitives who 
the most_ part, the membership of m i g h t s u ·_f f e r f r 9 m 
NHSC ts young. The NHSC ••life-threatening" diseases. like 
· protest followed statements by heart ailments or -cancer" these 
Dr. Willa!d Gaylin, a psy~hiatrist people might resist seeking ~eeded 
and president of the Institute of ·medical attention for fear of being 
Society, Ethics and Life Science, a turned in. · 
non-profit _organization that The· AMA has responded to the 
investigates . t_he relatio~s':rlps attacks by Gaylin and the NHSC 
bet~een med1~me and relig10~, by insisting that the publication 
society, legal tsSues, etc. Ga?"~n of the notices was "in the public 
also serves on the AMA Judicial service" and that the policy would 
Council which supposedly serves be continued. 
as the AMA's "ethical 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY STEVE!'' 
NOJf OPltl. _ . ·-:r., • 
:/iacfuufe-';,Miniature-Jjoff{I) 
· . UPTIGHT OVER -'EXAMS1' 
_.. . ......... - ·- ,.. . .· ... ,:./' 
18 Holes a1'Aalalcati0n . ~- NE~R· TO ·vou .; 
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This summer you may have a lot of time on 
your hands hanging out at the beach, at home or 
wherever. There are some good books 1 have come 
across that are worth your while to consider 
reading. They are consciousness changing _books 
that have helped me and other people l know with 
much of my thinking, perhaps you can get 
something from them too. 
The first of these books is called Psychedelic 
Baby Reaches Puberty. an assemblage by Peter 
Stalford. This book is a collection of writings 
concerning psychedelic ways of existence. It 
explores the different types of consciousness that 
people have experienced through the means of 
mind-ex pan ding drugs. People talk about 
manufacturing psychedelic drugs, the origin- of the 
psychedelic movement, being busted, how to cope 
with freaking out, the psychedelic religions, the 
politics of drugs, and the new ways of thinking 
that hallucinogens can open. There are many 
interesting facts and anecdotes scattered 
tbroughbut the book; most people that l know 
who have read it have found it most enjoyable to 
randomly pick interesting sections ·to read. 
There is analyzation of the merit of different 
drugs, from pot to alcohol by people who have 
been using them .. The personal accounts, and 
question and answer-sections are some of the most 
fun parts of the book. The editor/author interjects 
much of his own philosophy about hallucinogens 
into the writing. Quite a lot of what he said made 
good ·sense to me. This was one of those books 
where l found my own thoughts expressed in 
print. ·'Grass is a vitamin" it states at one point, 
"grass is a fzal I A another chapter...&t's,hud-to 
argue with 2 point of view like tl).at. 
Another book that is valuable to look over is a 
~ brand new release entitled /.iving Poor With Style 
· · · · by Ernest Callenbach. This is one of those books 
·. ,.( ·. printed by Straight Arrow Books, the people who 
- publish Rolling Stone. ln a lot of ways this is a 
rip-off. The S l. 95 price is certainly not intended 
for the poor but if you can get your hands on a 
copy for free it has some worthwhile information 
:~.---- .:c ill .it. The -style of wri~g is~ also Rolling Stone 
;i:-~-,;:~fiill'Jted; that is, it has~jcertain assumed hipness 
;:--.c:·:. that· can ·be irritating;even though it is at times 
- ••• ,.. .... J .. 
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or :Thi Soul 
by Betsy Mclane 
entertaining. The book makes the basic 
·assumption that people are dropping out of middle 
American life and need to know how to live 
:without being part of the system. This book is 
another one that clarifies in print some good ideas. 
'1t places the concepts of time and work in a 
proper context stating, 0 You buy time by not 
using your time to buy money". Whether you live 
this way or not, you can find good ideas in this 
boQk. 
"There are chapters on all phases of living free, 
Handling Money, Eating, Dwelling, Clothing, 
Leaming How, Avoiding the Draft, and many· 
others. There are concrete tips that can he"Jp you 
find the chearest ways of doing these things, and 
.many others. ·The author also includes a 
bibliography in each chapter that tells you where 
to find more information. Much of the 
information is already generally known, but this 
can be a helpful handbook if you aren't familiar 
with how to live by getting around the system. 
The other books that l have been impressed 
with during this past semester are more political in 
Jill Johnston. This t>ook presents a wide variety of 
'ideas for the Women's Liberation movement that 
;range from basic challenging of the nuclear fa~ily, 
Ito the liberation of children. 1 was especially 
,moved by the author's descriptions of growing up 
female in America today. Shulamith Firestone is 
,obviously young hip, and aware. One of the most 
moving things that she dealt with was the 
·parent/child relationship that many of us grew up· 
with. The idea is that female and male children are 
'taught not to relate to their mothers, but rather to 
strive for the approval of their fathers and the 
'freedom that beirig a white male represents in 
,society today. From her explanation I came to a 
sudden · emotional realization that it is with my 
I mothe; and everyone else's mother, that 1 hav.e a 
deep b~nd. This book is a startling consciousness 
; raiser that we all should avail ourselves of. 
nature. The first of these, Diana, The Making of a , 
Te"orist by Thomas Powers. is the biography of ~ 
Diana Oi.ghton, the weather woman who was,~.........,_ 
killed when a homemade bomb exploded in New l~........_ D 
York. Jefferson Airplane wrote a song about t~-- , ,vchedeJic Baby 
Diana, she has become a cultural heroine to some I'-.."-.~· /A Reache<-
people. This book is one which 1, as a woman,! ::-::-.,_: J 
empathized with highly. lt traces the changes that · ~ "' U hf!! t"' Ty 
Diana '_Vent thro~gh from t~e upper middl~ class ~"-..._ ~r ________ ...:; ___ _j!a._ 
home life to social worker m South America, to ·, Tn- s 
the radicalization of SDS and Weatherman. The .J.µ1-/ILECT1c ~f C X 
author see med to present a fairly objective 
account, with emphasis on trying to figure out 
why Weatherman happened. 1 'm not certain that 
the analysis with its heavy emphasis on the 
movement's guilt in being upper middle class 
whites is in any way ..:orrect, but it is an interesting 
theory. 
The last book that could fill your summer is, 1 
think, the most valuable. Dialectic of Sex by 
Shulamitli Firestone has been called "a most 
important book to the movement" by such a 
notable as radical lesbian Village Voice columnist 
. I 
Thursday: BENEFIT: Cornell Sororities 
combine to bring you BIG DADDY!!! 
Proceeds to benefit Planned Parenthood 
$1.50 A dmissio11 
25 q BEER 25 </ WINE 
\ 
Friday: DELROYALS 
$1.00 Admission 25</ BEER 
Saturday: Come 011 out·,, see ..... 
Y 011 'II be glad you did!!! 
L1ViNG- POOR 
L.J1TH s·rfLE 
Graphic bY DorotllY Alles 
... ,• .. 
. -~ ~· ·.';..•:. ,_·. , ,, ... ,, · .. ~;.,.~· ~ --.. :. ,-~;,;..<? ~-··~\~ 
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All BUSTIN'·CLEARA CE! 
a iunnv thing 
h~ppened on the 
wav to our 
Warehouse\ . ' 
We couldn't get m. 
··· CROWDED\ We're SO 
. so ... we said, 
... LET'S HAVE A 
SALE ... and clear 
it out. 
- In - Our Parking lot 
I 
HALF PRICE! 
BE~OW.COST ! 
WE'RE GOING TO DO IT IN 6 HOURS! SUNDAY MAY 7 .. 12:00 NOON thru 6:00 PM 
WE'RE GOING TO MOVE EVERYTHING FROM OUR WAREHOUSE, WHICH SUPPLIES OUR THREE 
STORES, OUT FRONT OF OUR LOCATION AT 1300 DRYDEN ROAD. (OUR STORE ·w1LL BE 
CLOSED) 
ALL BOXES WILL BE CLEARLY MARKED WITH W,l\REHOUSE CLEARANCE P_RJCES -.-ALL ITEMS, 
OUR REGULAR PRESTIGE SOUND EOUIPMEN~· AT TH_E LOWEST PRICES WE'VE EVER 
ADVERTISED. 
COMPARE THESE PRICES WITH ANY YOU HAVE SEEN .•. A_NYWHERE 
Audio Tape 
1200' 1.5 mil. Acetate J 63 
~eg. 2.29 • 
1800' 1 mil. Polyester 2 59 
Reg. 3.69 • 
All Audio Tapes on Sale 
Dynaco 
SCA-80 Amplifier Kit 
- SCA-80Q Amplifier Assembled 
FM-5 Tuner Assembled 
SCA-JS Amplifier Kit 
PATH Prt·-amp Kir 
Stereo 1 20 b.1~1e a 111 p Kit 
A- IO Speakers (A Pair) 
Amplifier Kit scA-aon 
Acoustic lkseardi 
AR JX Spt·aktT, 
· P. R-(1 Spea kt-r!> 
LWE Speakers 
(Including Kio 
IA Walnut 
IA U11fi11ished 
I W.1l11ur 
VI \bl11ut 
VI Kn 1111fii1ished 
VII W.1lnut 
VII Kir unfiriislwd 
- - - - ---- -
. . ..... 
FM-5 
Tuner Kit 
Reg. 149.95 
10S.9S 
Reg. 
169.95 
249.95 
249.95 
99.95 
89.95 
159.95 
99.95 
S 169.95 
S63.00 
81.00 
S.28.2.00 
228.00 
87.00 
72.00 
132.00 
!08.00 
• \,l,.. -·· 
MARANTZ16 RK-65 WATTS 
Preeners Basic Amplifier 
Reg. $495 .00 
Cassette 
Recorder 
Reg. 19.95 {IOrmally S4.00 
SALE 
118.95 
166.95 
166.95 
68.95 
65.95 
I 11.95 
79.95 
$118.95 
$ 46.95 
58.95 
$210.00 
165.00 
336.9S 9.9S 
Fisher 
J"t)O Receiver 
SOOTX Receiver 
. Model 30 Compact Stereo, 
115 Compact Stt·rco 
2111 Receivcr 
202 Receiver 
Lafayette 
Reg. 
S350.00 
499.95 
349.00 
219.95 
219.95 
249.95 
F-2001 Electrostatic Headphones $62.95 
Police Monitor PF-JO"s & PF-60's 79.9S 
RK-(>8 Cassette Recorder 24.95 
Sony 
TC-1 20 Portable Cassette Recorder S 129.95 
Panasonic 
RQ-236 AM-FM Portablt· Casst·t Unit S7CJ.95 
RQ-209 Port. Cassette Recordl'r 39.95 
Plus 
AKG-K60 Headphon~s 39.50 
AKG-K I WA Headphones 22.95 
Argonne Dynaquad Adaptor 20.00 
Tcac A-25 Cassette Recorder 279.SO 
Thorens TP-150 & Stanton 681EE 
Cartridge 16S.OO 
2.50 
SALE 
250.00 
349.95 
245.00 
24S.OO 
149.9S 
179'.9S 
37.9S 
49.95 
14.95 
97.9S 
S9.9S 
29.95 
26.95 
1S.95 
1-s.00-
181.00 
--~0.00 
' ,_·.·/ 
·.· .. 
-· 
,a;,.. 
i~-
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Rock· Festivals Afe · Dead 
by Don Catterson a limited diet of meat pies, rice 
(CPS)- .. Rock festivals are and beans, pop and beer, which 
~ad," pronounced a glum Jane could only be purchased. at two 
reidman in her New Yort public (only two) boothes o·n the 
:lations office. Mar Y Sol, the premises. Long lines were 
1ent her company, the Wartoke common. 
oncem, had touted all over the Trash. For whatever good 
1st coast was over and nearly· all things that can be said about the 
i the 15,000 or so Americans efficiency of the festival's 
ho had descended on the hot promotion, the opposite can be 
eaches of Vega Baja for .. The said about trash collection at the 
irst International Puerto Rican festival. By the time we arrived on 
L>P Festival" had made it back to the second day of the festival the 
1e states. · concentration of litter was 
S11perficially, the plans for the: noticeable-when we left four 
:stival contained all of the days later, the site was a gigantic 
.ements for success-the festival dump. In many areas it was nearly 
te was·located on 429 acres of impossible to walk without 
1nd with a beach facing the • stepping on pop or beer 
aribbean Sea, the temperature cans. The concert area was 
ras to be ar9und 80 · degrees, especially hard hit and it was 
r, n cessions would provide difficult to sit in the grass without 
plenty of food and drink with dearing away the refuse. 
111phasis on fresh tropical fruits No containers . for trash were 
Id juices." And an all-star cast of provided at the festival-an 
5 rock and jazz groups and . obvious economy move by the 
rtists w·ould perform. · promoter. 
The bands contracted to play Toilets. The toilets were almost 
ere Alice Cooper, Allman never cleaned. 
others Band, B.B. King, Black Dope. There was none except 
bbath, Bloodrock, Dr. John the for downers and bad acid. It was 
·ght Tripper, Dave Brubeck with ·like a football game Without_ a 
rry Mulligan, Emerson, Lake & football. Nearly e!_eryone,. f~a~mg 
!mer, Flash Cadillac, Faces with · 
od Stewart, Fleetwood Mac, 
oose Creek Symphony, Herbie 
· nn, J. Geils Band, Poco, Savoy "' 
rown, and Roberta Flack-a 
ly fine bill. . 
Ends In Frustration 
But what ~appened? Why did 
e festival that promised so much 
citement and entertainment end 
frustration and exhaustion as 
ousands of festival goers 
·armed over the San Juan 
port after trudging 30 miles 
to town from the festival site in 
degree heat when the buses the 
omoter had promised failed to 
owup? 
The answer is found in the 
ner.al fa'ilings of most rock 
omoters-greed and too much 
pe. 
By skimping on water. food; 
Ith, and water disposal 
·ilities, the atmosphere of the 
·tival soon lost its energy and 
ticipation. Too much time was 
ent searching for water .and 
ade-constant 90 degree 
mperatures and scorching sun . 
ft many casualities to severe 
nbums and heat prostration. 
The water, rancid as it was, was 
utiously shut off each night at 
sk-not to be turned on again 
til late in the· morning the 
llowing day. Since most of the 
.000 festival goers didn't bring 
tee.ns, each night of music was 
companied by driving thirst. . 
Hunger. The tropfoal juices and 
its didn't materialize until the 
t day when coconuts sold by 
ivate native Puerto Rican 
ders sold for one dollar each. 
herwis:, festival goers dined on 
"··'--NEED A 
PLUMBER? 
DIAL AR 3.3393 
·.DONQHUE 
H~VERSON 
7f11 Willow Ave.· 
H+H_tIQUOR 
and WINE 
LIQUORS AT 
·· DISCOUNT- PRICES 
·NEAREST .STORE TO 
··· ·c~Pus · .. 
: .. 21s E~·tsTATE·:ST. 
,-- ' , .. ),',,. ,. 
custortts inspections, left their 
stash at home hoping to score at 
the festival. Stark reality faced 
those poor souls. 
Bands. Savoy Brown, 
Fleetwood Mac, Roberta Flack, 
Poco and Black Sabbath didn't 
show up. 
However, some good music did 
come out of the festival. J. Geils 
Band stole the show and Alice 
Cooper, the Allman Brothers 
Band, and Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer offered up 1."t'editable 
performances. -
Good Things 
Some good things did happen 
surrounding the festival. A certain 
brotherhood was established 
bet ween the Spanish speaking 
Puerto Ricans in attendance 
(about half of the crowd of-
30,000) and the Americans. The 
two groups mixed well and few 
problems developed. 
. At two points the festival 
approached reality. "Puerto Rico 
2002," a loc~l latin-rock group 
brought most of the Puerto Rican 
audience to their feet when they 
played songs of national 
liberation, many chanting along 
with the music as a spotlight .. 
-~- ·.::·¥-~1'~-2~1 J l HOSERY, STREET FLOOR 
.,....,_. !;< • :-·'l,"'"· . 
- .. •/' ""-: 
focused on a I Ox20 foot Puerto 
Rican flay displayed in front of 
.the.outdoor stag!:. 
John Lennon and Yoko Ono, 
who face deportation by the U.S. 
Government, addressed the crowd 
via a tape recording. 
First in English, then in 
Spanish, the pair bemoaned their 
inability to attend or perform at 
the festival and then offered their 
· wishes for a pleasant festival and 
Easter holiday. 
Are festivals dead? What did 
we learn? Festivals may not be 
dead just yet and I think we 
learned a lesson. Never again put 
ourselves at the complete mercy 
of these promoters. Anytime we 
·O 
·open house 
412 linn st, eel 
·273-n37 · 
separate ourselves so completely r-.;.;.;;;-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-..-. 
from thi: rest of the world, in this 
casi: at least IO miles from the 
nearest town, telephone, 
transportation of food-we are 
automatically set up for a rip-off. 
An unfortunate thought but 
true. 
Mainlne Dn,g 
. & 
Counselng 
What was promoter a·nd 
money-man Alex Cauley's 
reaction to the festival'! 
"It was a success seven times 
over." 
Center 
Put your body 
in a bodysuit 
by~ 
These new bodysuits feel as great as they look. And 
what a fantastic way to show· off that lovely figure 
you work so hard to keep! , 
A. Step into this zipper front model with shirt collar 
and short sleeves. Fully fashioned of ribbed 100%· 
nylon with snap crotch, machine washable. Get this 
bodysuit in red, navy, bone, or sunflower. Sizes A 
( 4' 10" to-S'S") or B ( 5'6" and over). 
8.00 
B. This smc.oth-fitting turtleneck model zips.up the 
back. Has short raglan sleeves, snap crotch, and is 
made of machine washable 100% nylon in a rib knit. 
Comes in red, bone, sunflower or navy. Sizes A 
(4'10" to S'S") or·B (5'6" and over). 
7.00 
C. Boucle T-shirt jumpsuit has the popular scoop 
neck and cool short sleeves. Styled of 100% Antron 
nylon with snap crotch, completely machine 
washable. Choose from sunflower, violet, white, or 
raspberry. Sizes A (4'10" to S'S") or B (5'6". and 
over). 
·8.00 
.. . - ... , . ,- ..:.· .. ,\.• 
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Th:usday, May 4 
Varsity Baseball vs, R Pl 
Thursday, May 4 
Varsity Baseball vs. RPI 
3:00 p,m. 
Opera Workshop Performance: The 
Medium 
4 and 8:15 p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Schlitz Night 
all evening, record hop at 8:30 p.m., 
the Pub • 
Friday, May s 
0 pe ra Workshop Performance: The 
Medium 
4 and 8: 15 p.m., Walter Ford Hall , 
Shabbat Services 
6:15 p,m., Rowland Hall Coffee 
House 
Student Recital (Christine Monohan, 
piano) 
2 p,m., Walter Ford Hall 
Ithaca Cello Club REcital 
8: 15 p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Tickets for "Godfather" 
12-4 p,m., Union Lobby 
"Odd Couple" and Cartoons 
1,3:30,7,& 9:30 p.m., Union Rec 
Roorn, $.50 Saturday, May 6 
Catholic Mass 
11 a.m. Walter Ford Auditorium, 5 
p.m. Union Lounge 
Protestant Worship 
11 a.m., Cnoral Room, Walter Ford 
Hall . 
Junior Recital 
I p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Concert In the Park: Concert Band 
(conducted by Edward Gobrecht) 
2 p.m~ Dcw,tt Park, Walter Ford 
Hall in case of ram 
Ithaca College Choir Concert 
8: 15 p.m., Waller Ford Hall 
DER NIXON 
30FMI.IDI. TONS BOVIBS 
DROPPEDON 
INDOCHINA 
3 MlLION PEOPLE lfMMIMfED 
EIERIENCY NATIINIIDE 
MORATORIUM 
MAY 
4 
TIME: Noon 
.PLACE: Annabel 
Taylor 
Hall 
t/Jdf IJ•,~ P•froniz•tl 111• o,,, t/J, ,,.,s. 
I'll miss ltlJ•t• toll•11 & 111, statl•nts 
,,,, lllllt/J. 
PAT'S TAILOR: SHOP WEST.TOWER. 
. . . 
. . ~~ \'_~ ·. 
·_ t :--~ii;1 
. ~ : 
~ ,,,.· 
"' 
.. ··"' 
Schlitz Night 
Tonight is Schlitz Night at the Pub in the Towers. There will be 
cent draughts and free peanuts and popcorn. Also to be featured , 
be an oldies record hop from 8:30 p.m. until who knows when. 
Ford Hall Schedule of Concerts 
Tonight and tomorrow at 4:00 and 8: IS p.m., there will be an op 
workshop performance of Menotti's, "the Medium." On .Satur 
May 6, at 2:00 p.m., there will be a student recital by Chris 
Monohon on piano.- A concert of the Ithaca Cello Club directed 
Einar Holm, will be held at 8:15 p.m. that same evening .. A, ju 
recital by the Robert Byrnes on cello will be presented on Sun 
May 7, at I :00 p.m. At 2 :00 p.m. on Sunday, there will be "A Con 
in the Park" in Dewitt Park. It is the annual outdoor concert oft 
Ithaca College Concert Band conducted by Edward Gobrecht. At ll 
p.m. on Sunday night, the Ithaca College Choir and Chorus directed 
Richard Bentley, children's chorus directed by Donna Bloom, and t 
Ithaca College Orchestra directed by Thomas Michalak will perform 
Law School Admission Test 
In view of increasing applications nation-wide to law schools, , 
recommended that members of the present junior class ('7 3) ,take 
Law School Admission Test on July 29, 1972. Applications ma} 
obtained in Services for Career Plans in Eebert Union. Applicat, 
must reach the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jers~ 
by July 7. Test centers are nationwide. Those in New York S 
arc: Albany, Brooklyn, Buffalo, He..-pstead, and New York 
( Manhattan). 
. The Godfather For Free 
The SAB is presenting a free·night at the movies. On Saturday, Ma 
from 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m. in the Union Lobby, 250 tickets wil 
given away. The show downtown is at the Temple Theater and be 
at 8:00 pm. But those who have free tickets must be at the movi 
7:30...p~A~on Saturday· night, ·'The Odd Couple" and cart 
(Roadrunner and Bugs Bunny) will be shown in the Union Rec R 
at I :00, 3:30, 7:00, and 9:30 p.m. The cost of admission is $.SO. 
· Commencement Eve Concert 
American-born pianist John. Browning wjll appear as guest sta 
Ithaca College's Commencement Eve Concert on Friday, May 
Presented in honor. _of the ! 972 graduating class, the gala concert 
take place al Ben Light Gymnasium at 8:30 p.m. The public is im 
to join the graduates, parents, faculty ;and friends as guests of ltha 
College. No tickets are required. 
The Premiere 
1tuclent experl111ental fllin, 
LORIN WIIGARD'S 
''Punch and· Ju.d-
. . 
Meet 
Groucho·Marx'' 
Saturday May 6, 1972 
8:00 P.M. 
Main Theater -,.A. lullclln1 
Free Acl_mi1,Jon 
. ~· ...... 
:-· .. 
, .. 
..,. e .. ~ 
; ~ . 
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·IN .ONE. EAR. 
by Ward Silver 
COUNTRY COOKING (Rounder) 
' 
I had my doubts about Country Cooking's first 
albums after seeing them at the Quarry Concert on 
Valentine's Day. Bluegrass music seems to 
necessitate a compactness of instrumentation 
while at the same time allowing for spontaneous-
innovation ·rrom its solo musicians such as fiddle 
and banjo. Although that recipe might have had a 
touch too much salt in concert, Ct's fast album on 
Rounder is quite palatable and offers the result of 
music performed with a flavorful sense of 
patience. 
Tromboni1t1 
Perform 
by Nancy Shapiro 
Last Friday night, April 28, 
1972, the Ithaca College 
Trombone Choir presented an 
excellent program of music. The 
choir, under the direction of 
Frank Brown, consists of the 
nineteen trombone majors in the 
.School of Music. Unfortunately, 
there was not a big audience for 
the performance since the concert 
was added to the schedule quite 
Public 
Theatre 
. -
Seelcs 
Directors 
Bluegrass· has been with us for a good 
twenty.five years, enjoying its most celebrated 
penod with B~ll Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys. It 
has been ~ncorporated into all veins of the musical . 
field mainly due to its basic and energeOc nature. · 
Country Cooking, a North.em band playing 
Southern music, has taken the roots of bluegrass, 
that is, lightning banjo and fiddle, and honed them 
down with concentration of instrumental 
innovation rather than sheer speed and exact style. 
Often their rhythms are moderated in ratjon to 
the particular instrument being'played. From the 
slower ·The Old, Old, House" led by a lazy Russ 
Barrenberg acoustic guitar to the quicker 
fiddle~inandolin-double banjo numbers \..such as 
"Shot From .Guns"', ··Powwow the Indian Boy" or 
.. Hollywood Rhumba"(with its touch of Irish jig) 
Country Cooking retains a feel for the various 
degrees of bluegrass. Others like "Orange Mountain· 
Special" are conveniently thrown in and exhibit 
the melodious rather than the rhythmic.· I myself 
am -partial to the easy "Cedar Hill", a series of sols 
neatly complemented by John Miller's solid bass 
line w·ruch sounds more like a wruskey jug. In 
· addition to their gig at Ben Light, Country 
Cooking has made a number of appearances· 
throughout the Northeast. They also have added 
.. recently, and not much publicity 
was given for it. 
The Ithaca College Public 
theatre has announced its 
tentative schedule for the 1972-73 
season. Fall produ1.1ions will 
include "You're A Good Man 
Charlie Brown' and "A Thurber 
Carnival". Spring productions.will 
be "Story Theatre" and .. The 
Boys In The Band". Anyone 
interested in directing · one of 
these plays should either .leave 
their. resumes at the SAB Union 
Office before the end of finals or 
during the summer send it to Alan 
Orloff, 3308 Old Crompond 
Road Yorktown Heights, New 
York 10598. interviews will be 
arranged as soon as the fall term 
begins. 
Such songs as "Theme Time" epitomize the 
band at its best with Toad ·Trischka, a.champion 
banjo picker at .the 1970 Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 
~~ Festival and Tersh Gilmore (actually 
Syracuse's own Down City Rambler) oil mandolin 
combining their talents into an irrespressible foot 
tapper. 
.l J • t 
a female vocalist whose name slips my mind at the . 
• moment. If their booking agent, 'Albert Grossman 
(former Dylan manager), has any push, who knows 
what may happen? In any case, treat your feet to 
some good old Country Cooking, hear? 
i.11ybe i.f you can 1 ove a brother Y<>u' 1l think twice 
Jbcut being forced to kill him in the Man's war ... 
~aybe if you can love a sister you'll think twice 
3bout letting her be ripped-off in·the Man's 
;ociety. - diana davies 
••••••••••• 
... ~-~ · Corrected Calender i( 
FALL SEMESTER 1972 
.
;~. ·  Wednesday, Aug. 30 Freshman Orientation Begins ~ ~ Friday, Sept. I Freshman and Transfer Registration """1' 
_ Saturday, Sept. 2 · Upper Class Registration 
.'
·. ~ Monday, Sept. 4 Classes Begin (8:00 a.m.) ~ 
"""1' Friday, Oct. 20 Block I Classes End (6:00 p.m.) """1' 
Mc,mday, Oct. 23 Block II Classes Begin (8:00 p.m.) 
Friday, Nov. 17 Thanksgiving Recess Begins (6:00 p.m.) ~ 
Monday, Nov. 27 .Classes Resume (8:0Q p.m.) """P' 
Friday, Dec. 15 Fall Semester Classes End (6:00 p.m.) 
~ Monday, Dec. 18 Final ·Ex11minations Begin ~ 
"""1' Friday, Dec. 22 Final Examinations End (End of Fall Semester) . """1' 
i.. ~ i ··~ -. ,Monday, Jan. 1·5 SPRING SEMESTER 1.973. Registration ~ ~ Tuesday, Jan. 16 Classes Begin (8:00 a.m.) 
-~ 
Friday, Mar.ch 9 Block Ill Ends;spring Recess Begins (6:00 p.m.) ~ 
·c-·. ·, . Monday, March 26 Block IV Classes Begin (8:00 p.m.) 
-· ;, Friday, May 11 Spring Semester Classes End (6:00 p.m.) 
'· ~ Monday, May 14 FJnal Examinations Begin ~ 
Friday, May 18 Final Examinations End (End of Spring Semester) 
. Saturday, May 19 Commencement 
. ~. SUMMER 1973 ~. ~ Sunday, May 20 H.P.E.R. Camp for Juniors Begins ~ 
Monday, June 4 First ·Summer Session Begins (Undergrads only) ~ 
••• •• r • Monday, June 25 Intersession Begins (Graduates only) 
n · Friaay, July 6 First Summer Session and Intersession Ends 
v,fl'.~ ::-. · · : Mon·day, July 9 2nd Sum. Ses. begins (Grads, Undergrads only) 
-~ 'Friday, Aug. 10 . Second Summer Session Ends ~ 
~ - ··. _ Parents' Weekend: Weekend of October.6-7-8 (tentative) 
~~~~,.~~JI;·····~ 
.... i;t?t~i~;~;\\J:;i:V-< :::·.).( ,;, ,,. ., .. ·.•·., ~·': ;.;;·:.~-:?./;::(;'.: ,: ... ·:· .. - ,.,, ---''..~,.-~ ·... ..,_. ·~ 
_ ~' ~~~·rt*IS.~i!t~~,,7 , ... :~"~'"'~,~~ . _.""' •• ·,,:· ~--· .. :.:· .... _-,:.~~jli't1tN·~~. 
The concert opened with a 
fanfare written by Phillip Sterling, 
a freshman piano major. The 
group as a whole played pieces by 
:~i_chael Praetorius, J.S. Back, 
Orlando di Lasso, and Franz J. 
Haydn which were transcribed for 
trombones. A 11 of these 
com pose rs were from the 
six teen th and seven teen th 
centuries. Other works performed 
by smaller ensembles were written 
by Handel, Premru, Bassett, 
• Marini and Burrill Phillips. 
This was the first time that the 
Ithaca College Trombone Choir 
.has performed in Ford Hall. There 
was good balance among the 
.instruments and fine intonation. 
The choir should be able to keep 
,up these good standar~s next 
year, since Mark Wheaton is the 
only graduating senior. · 
SAB. is making an offer you can't refuse 
THE GODFATHER 
Sat. May 6 8pm show only 
AISOLUTEL Y FREE 
TICKETS AV A ILA BLE UN 10 N LOBBY 12-4p.m. 
Limited amount Saturday 
• 
. 
NOW 
. lr .,.'l r""''1t ·> ,.,.µ. r~tl"""" f.c. ~~aa,=;!·~•:t ,I'. ·,sc41:a!l?r.nh·5n& . . _ . ..-· _ 
:~,·~,!'°fs:,.!11
2
'PREEc1Ass1FIEDSERiEffi.Ass.1F1fo~$$fffl¥,f~r-: .. ::: 
,:-::.. 
· , · !• \ . ~- _ ·• :~. :"'all~ -.;_ :, ·: ··c 0:.?" -~:0 •:• >,_.•~; .- · (·:.i-~·.': .. -:~,,...•· .. .,. ··:-r: _..._,~. .,<:'! · 
P'ERS0,11.1 LS .Marlhollc1 Anonymous would HW• Jo· cath·y· •t;•-d· ·in · · arts, - Blue wan-to-wall ru,. Can be store n-A ll!Jsh-na,vbody A'S on their finals.arid. ; : ' -.:~"I ~ you an by that1 You're flnt Job might be difficult. over summer fl'ft of cha.,... can Ga 
To all the spastic, wonderful, perverted 
people who submitted classlflllds this 
year: I had a blast typing them. You 
help keep me feellng good about 
people. Enjoy tbl·s last classified 
section and have a great summer. 
happy tokln' over the summer. See ya Dur Tom, '. Don't give up. J ,. 
9 
or Charlie x3719. ' 
In 
th
e fall. Stono ,Ind Blotto me,A:~~m!s":u!!! ::: •: i::::t8!..!~·, Cl~~-j·:;~:: ~;;· .. TD hoUow bOd 
you're talkllll ab_))ut, which_ 1 -m not' ,_ ~act~ "giiltar: c¥11.ilic11 .x3775. 
sure I do, I woU,dn~ tall'you what 1·. FOR SALE "Gl'ftn·rug aYJ x n\'lr; for'dorm. Goo To Rao, Well, that'I a iUrJ!rlH munt by that In tlla mlcfdle of tlle-
Kang1 claulfled HCtlon. Ho.wevar, I'd ba Small refrigerator. ,.._ and In perfect- condlUon. Atklfttl:$1.0. Calt Joanne a 
Perfectly happy to discuss my penonal condition. Wltfl·freazer compartment. 35ZZ. · • PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Consider all the alternatives In problem 
pregnancies. Call 273·5543 anytime. 
The sunshine Superman will _drop In 
again, soon. Be sure you are there. 
Jerry, 
Who would want to buy that 
crummy old piano anyway? 
Your buddy 
Joyc'II, 
Europe had better be ready for the 
two of us. 
Sf!ort Baby 
Dear Pyro, 
You've won the Purple Heart! 
Flamer 
Stu Z., 
Where are you? What happened to 
•. you? I miss you. ' 
"'l.. : • A Fellow Frisbee Fanatic 
'· 
Dear Stu, 
That was not from me as you might 
h~ve,!hou,ht. Howev~r, this Is from me 
u -you !'night not have thought. 
(Blurbla plus). What Is wrong with 
yo·u, bod/mind/psyche? Or all of the 
. abov~1' ('l"hat s ·nothing new). Ah 
· ,enough, 111y heart faints with the effort-
.of ·wrttlng·•a dllsslfled without your 
.· disturbing pl.sen·~11. With ·all due high 
. regard and dlmspect, 
To Short Baby, 
Attempted to •.• FOILED. 
Mr. Natural sez, 
I heartily endorse Marlhallcs 
Anonymous, there's a fine bunch of 
people I can sit down and toke with. 
Third floor Terrace 1 • 
The times we'll spend here • , .• 
''Strauu I. ltz" 
Dear Stat, 
You have won the purple heart 
,. Flamer 
To Connie, 
Good luck as S.A. 
Signed, J.S. and B.D. 
Fresh air, sunshine and a day at the 
fair, what more could.one ask for, huh, 
Tripping Deer and Company. 
Karen, 
Have a great summer. 
Signed J.S. and P.O. 
What's brewing at 10A? What ever It Is 
It probably will come to plenty good. 
Jill, 
Get me the bantronl 
Marci, 
Thanks for the bowls. 
views of llfe with you In private. Heb Rauonable. Call Carol x3505 or 
Heh. · 272•9117. 
Slnceraly, Cattlkoakenhlemle 
To All My Kids, 
Have a great summer and don't. 
forget l'rn not far If you need mah 
Love~Mom 
Squlnto, 
Sorry about your blinds ' . 
Anda 
Ta the beautiful occupant of 211 East 
Tower: Happy Mother s Day! 
Para, 
I'm really going to min you, you 
I.D.U.S.T. 
Love, a turtle 
Paradonna, 
Important fam Uy meeting this 
summer In Boston • my place. · 
"capo di tutti capt" (Gambino) 
To the Roboco Seed Twins, 
I 'II see you two fat cats In 
Boston ••• It definitely won't be a 
bumper, 
A shaggy Bear 
DOdo, 
It's been a good year. Have a really 
nice summer, 
Bear 
Mexican- guitar. Handmade of 
Rosewood. SIik and steel strl1191 with· 
case. $25 or best offer. Contact Chris 
X3704, W.T. 1015, 
Panasonic stereo In walnut case with 
walnut . spaaken. Like new. AM/FM 
multiplex and -automatic shut-off. 
$100-Cheap enough1 Call Beth, x3735 
1965 Chevy Van/camper with 1967 
v-i, bed, stove, etc. AND, 1961 Halley 
Da•ldson Sprlnt•5 In excellent 
condition. Take one or both. Make an 
offer. ·can Ken at· 277.3743 after 11 
pm. 
· .... ~ 
Sealskin -iur coat In excellent shape. 
Call Sandy x3569. Best offer_ taken. 
Floor model Spartan TV. 23". 900d 
condition. $15. Call Mike or Ted 
X3689 or 273•9776. · 
New Sansu I 2000 A receiver. 
Unopened boic. ~111 Karen at _x3758. 
Stereo equipment; We guarantee best 
prices In town, all brandt.:we are the 
only people who discount or Advent 
and other of the so-called hard to get 
brands. 
ITHACA AUDIO 
256-1745 
Music Lovers. DYNA 'stereo am 
(modal SCA•35); Two LAHTt 11181kar 
(9x12); Wida -varlefv· af•pn-racorcled 
rell to ... , tapes (No. 4--trl!Ck). All In 
excellent condition. c~ 2?3~.,;:za. 
APTS FOR RENT · 
summer sublet. Three bedroom 
apartment. Callegetown vicinity. Call 
2774122. . . . 
Nice sunny·stUdlo apartment avallabl 
. Jun, 1 with option for next year. 14 
s. Aurora St. Completely fumlshed 
modern kltcben and bath.' S91 
month. Call x3229 or 272•1231.' 
Two rooms with kitchen prt.wlleges. 1 
mllu south of campus,--20 mlnut 
drive; $12.50 per week. Call 273·119 
fordetalls. 
summer sublet .cm Grandview .court 
(near IC). Reuanabl11 .~1_,two bedrooms, kitchen, dining roam, llvtn 
· roam:·Fumlture can be arranged. Apt 
can be ranted 'through next -year I 
desired. Call Jack 273•9770 •. -···· -·; 
sum niitr ··,ublet ...:. . large ttiie'e-=room 
apartment. Suitable fot' couple.• Rent 
negotiable. ·Call Seattle. 272 a613 
dinner time or late evening, Ilka atte 
10 or H pm.· · ' · 
...... -
, Catfl "nlmble·flngen" copy The Premiere showlfti of a student Melody, Luxurt"OUs, three roam, one-man apt 
Flsbar FM Stereo Tuner with t1111lng for summer sublet. 422 w. SUffalo 
meter and stereo beam. $60.·call Jim,. Rent negoti_,~. Call_ Jo~!' 27.~~~521 MJlllng!~~• •. ,. # .,. _..,.. . . 
experimental fllm, Lorin Welgard's -· · We have heavy coats If you need 
$ee you this summer In the arm pit 
of th11 nation.· 
"Punch and Judy Meet Groucho them. 
Marx". Saturday, May 6, Main Theatre J.S. and B.D. 277•0419. . . 
Ridge 
Kanga, 
I like you! 
Roo 
Diseased Pouessed, 
I come from __ • I own -a,,_.:... 
And I'm on th11_team. Who am I? 
s 
Who was that tall, dark handsom11 
senlce- ·station attendent directing 
people traffic at C.U. -on Saturday? 
Ple:iise contact me at XYZ. 
Plnkx, Potato, Poo-Poo, M.P.P.H.L., 
The epitome of harmony Is 
Instigated at airports! 
. I.L.Y.V.M.A.A.W. 
Rott•hHd 
Mom, 
Happy Mother's Day. Love always, 
Your kid Dino 
Booga, 
You Jlvln' me? •.• Kids! 
M.H. 
Dodee, 
Kids 4ever? Hugs and Kisses, 
Roboko 
Debby, Tiny bubbles In your wine 
Make me so happy, make me feel fine. 
Roboko seed 
PenY · 
... now If we can arrange Tuesday 
through Friday alone , , · 
Robako 
of the Performing Arlt Building. 8:30 
p.m. Free admission. 
Jed, 
"Everyone was obviously stoned • 
_.specially the groupie". "One part time 
groupie sat with back ta one wall In 
groups of tw·o- · ·:"" • • · ,., · ·• 
.. . -~~-~ 
To Sherm:aneita·, Pli1klpoo, Rabako. 
Seed, Ma ,I. tlie nit ·of :the Family. 
Mas, :iou~ 'bave';. nlcir -llfe with no 
l>r!llnfltl'r"lh;''foaltfil_!ei-,· ~lnosau~. or 
beshls In your haam,;;: .. 
Lan, ~odee Wallingford 
•' 2nd Floor E.T • .-· 
"Our house Is a very 
house" Thank you-
very fine 
The one and only 
Foolflsh, 
Ruth says you 're a brain bird also • 
Hey man, E.M.! 
Wit NU 
Fabulous Trumansburg Craft Sale Here 
Again. Saturday, May 6, 10:00 a.m. ta 
9.00 a.m. and Sunday, May 7, 1-4 p.m. 
Strowbridge and Con9res1 Streets, 
Trumansburg. Quality handlctafts 
direct from local craftsmen, Including 
weaving, pottery, batik, tle-ctye, prints, 
paintings, creative sewing, macrame, 
toys, candles, glass, leather and much 
more.Camel 
Big B, (yes you, Bucky) 
You know-J why nobody listens to 
you? It 'I because you don't play All 
Baba. 
Thursday -
KLONDIKE SOC 
Friday-· · 
BERNIE MILTON soul train 
Saturday -
T. lo~lcet ·a Barking Guitan 
Sunday - . 
Tftidwiclc SOc 
413 TAUGHANNOCK BL\'D~ 
Down the st(eet from the St at ion Restaurant 
-- ..... 
'"·.·.;· .... --
,:"!:: . •. 
· • · · • - -,. •· '°' Do ylilallilfeiNI a sublet?· I lta•• ·a save 
To Pat, ~ 
Behave yourself with Big John this 
summer. 
scuba diving tank and regulator. State . · bedroom house and. thar•'i,. 1111{ thre 
St Bargain House, 516 W. State St,. beclrooms ein,)ty._ Call. p._y - It' 
272-4911. , , .. C"'il!_P, X3747. : . ; 
Joyce and Betsy 
Susie w., 
What•, ~P. Daer 
Guitar and amplifier. 
B·argalnHouse, 516 · W. 
272-4911. 
State 'st.·· w. 'Spencer street· apartment; Tw 
state st., bedrooms ba.tll, 11~9 room, bis 
•#' r .. 
The·· Premiere showing of a shldent 
experlm'en~al fllm, Lorin Welgard s 
"Punch and Judy Meet Groucha 
Marx:•. Saturday,' May 6, In the·Maln 
·Thutre of .. t\e.P:A, Bulldln,a at 1:30 
p.m. Free'.a&lllsslon. 
- ...,~ . 
Strobes,) ·, t 
A I. S hur you come. 
Joyce and Betsy 
Dear fellow Ithacan members, 
Fond farewells ta all Of you whp 
are fleeing Ithaca College next year. 
Fond hellos to all you suckers who are 
staying! · 
Lov~ and kines, Cathy Clack Watcher 
A special note to Phll Chardls 
Some night. when you last expect 
It, I'll came stealing Into ,your 
room ••• and In the morning when you 
wake up your stereo will be 9one. Nat 
funny, huh1 1,1 rally miss your special 
grab. Hope you find the right girl soon. 
Affectionately, Cath 
Margie, 
Have fun In the sun and think of us 
often. We'll miss you. J,. B 
Happy Birthday, Suer 
. ·, 
Panasonic stereo system with AM•FM 
radio, mlnk:llarger, and two circular 
spukan. Like new-$1 oo or best offer. 
Also; a black light. $1 o. Call Dan at 
x3604. 
Two back-packing tents. Sierra · ind · 
Alp. List $120, sell for $70. 'Brand· 
new. Call Jeff, 273•1537 and 1a .. e 
message. 
BSA Thunderbolt 650 cc, 3500 mlln. 
One owner, Immaculate. 277-3516, 4--7 
pm. 
Bird cage. $2. Call Elaine x3533 
Green carpet. Fits • quad roam floor 
perfectly, Salling for St4, arlglnal price 
$35. Call Elaine or Susan, x3533. 
Kustom, Red, 200 Watt PA ampllflar. 
Hu four channels with Hs»arata 
volume, treble, ban and revarb 
controls. Cornas with cover, stand and 
revarb foot switch. Could .. u with one 
column. Call Rieb at x3775 or 
273•9720. 
ATTENTION: Would the penon who 
called far the abciva amp • few wNks 
ago plane call me back If you are stUI 
· Interested. I can ti•• you 1. batter price 
than I last quoted. 
EUROPE THIS SU. 'MER · 
DONT TAKE A aIANCE ON AN lll.EGAL <HAR'IER, 
when you can take advantage.of the cu"ent --
Student/ Yo11th Fares' a11y day of the week on 
reliable sched11led airlines. Sample round,.trip fares 
s11bject to Government approval_ 
NEW YORK TO LUXEMBOURG_ ._ 
NEW YORK/ BOSTON TO·LONDON $190.00 
NEW YORK/ BOSTON TO ROME --, $199.oo· 
COOK - GAUN·TL-En· .. :-
... :::~~~0:A~ • 
/ITHACA 
207 N. AURORA ST.-< 
ITHACA, N, Y. .. 
« .. 
-ti Appl~ance Repairs .. Jf, 
-tr -tr 
* 
Stea,n Irons, Hair DrJ·ers, Clocks. 
* * lamps. Shavers. Hot~Plates, ETC. .. 
lf, 
it Jf,, SORRY • NO ELECTRONIC:«;. "'• 
,.. _. Electric Repair Shop,_ Inc. * 
,.. * 303 West li11eol11 Slf"!t!t Jt · · * 
kltchen.--,Summer with option, ne1<1 
year. Rent negatlabl!,,272-a~3:t. 
Clinton Hahl~lce ·roo• 1tlll avallabl 
for Ithaca graduation. -.c.._aa · Cllnto 
Hotel an Cayuga-&t. 273·3:Q.t, 
. . . .. .... ~ . 
Small Old h~u~: 9XCllll~n~' 'eoJld.lJlo 
on- 2\'J acres, ·bas ••.-.vi' iinct•~rtlall 
usuble barn. · Hausla'· conslit:,: a 
tbne bedrooms, two ••tfl1,-.~ullabl 
Sept. 1. Write owner,. Jack ··Ma~an 
Harrison Ma. 04040 or call· (2071 
sa3-41111. · , .. 
Electric Wurtltzar planaJfOr sale, NNCI 
• few reeds. Phone Jany at 27,7~540 
-: -.)(1 · ~i : 
HELP WA!ittD \:··~-
L1teguard1 nHded; P~ate lake In 
Dower, N.J. Good pa~: Senior llfe 
saving required. WSI ~r.farred. Cati 
Carol at x3745 or ~731; 94 ~ 
-APTS. FOR- ¥ 'NT .-
. . ., ' 
~: ,. . 
Summer sublet, June, 'uly, Au9u11 
· Two•badroom fumlllled t:at·taot a 
south HIii. can 273-4 t, A1_tdY a 
Doug, · · · . 
Summar sublet Cheap I j ~ollr. roams 
near canavatown. -(109 Cllawltt '9ace) 
tar June to SapL Call 1.:911 o;-~mlth 
5:30-6,30 or_ 10,.30-11 :3 .. , .. 
Catta1a on lake for nnt;)apt. -72 to 
June '73 Two bedroomtt!vlnt ·room 
kitchen, study,_ batt,· .. nip. 12 ,nlles 
from .Ithaca on goad roadtFuml"lllad 
Na pats.· SUS plus Utlllt111. One O 
~.11¥0 boys. Pllan'!l 272~t09,_·; 
ASIA'l1CliAKH:ai ~ 0'.!_ 
.newloadioa~ ·-- ·. ,-
~ .:~~- ::. ' 
· · usw.samest.· .- . 
. AR2-73SO_. ~ 
.OPF?' ~D_,AYTHRU I 
NEW· AND LARGER FA· 
... 
* Off Rt. 1.1 at Dej• .Street.,Li,:/,r ... :.,. ·• ··-,; ::-·: 
• * . PHONE f13:j J,B~f' . , , -:.,r·~·•·, ;.w: 
-,···. 
No. 10." 
Under No. IO the rule book 
Enterprising, entrepreneurs advises that the player should 
ha~e· finally come up witll a way start his own employment agency 
. to ·package social injustice.and-sell. for- people who have been laid off. 
it for a tidy profit.. An ·increasing, Which is a pretty neat trick for 
n,u m b e r o f n -e w b o a.r d so~eone with no money to start a 
pines-allegedly. for adults-with· business. 
names like .Blacks & Whites, The Clau is a game about social 
· Welfare Game, Women:r Lib? and· status. The· object is for social 
Smog have been parlayed ·into a. climbers to get to the top of the· 
multi·million-dollar business. status ladder without losing all' of 
, In Woman and Man - A Game their integrity as they buy their 
· of Confront<rtion, players are way into the country club or face 
instructed: .. Each woman must a $25,000 bribe. 
accumulate enough status points The object of He-She-Him-Her 
to.prove her equality to men; each . is for the men to keep the women 
· man must collect enough Status confmed on the playing board to 
Quo points to prove. s,nce and for the kitchen, drawing such cards as 
all "a woman'.s place is. beneath .. Wild Weekend" in which the 
his." male "gains a reputation and gains 
· The explanatory blurb on the a tum" while the female loses 
· lbox of Blaclcs & Whites exhorts: both. 
111Expcrience the Ghetto. Live on Ennio RacineUi, the man who 
welfare. Try to buy into a white makes and distributes Black! & 
·suburb ... a role of the dice could Whites, started out in 1968 with a 
bring you news that Mayor Daley game called Seduction. His 
-, has been rce1ccted, whereupon company, Dynamic Design, Inc., 
you are taken directly to •the is now a million dollar a year 
police station for interrogation. business. RacinelJi says that he has 
.. Qr you may get the good word rec«?iv~d co~plaints t~at the game 
that the Ford Foundation has ,exploits racial opprCSSJon. 
granted you SI S0,000 to study Several depart_ment s_tor~ have 
job discrimination against Alaskan refused to carry it. Racinelh says, 
Eski'llos." .. Bloomingdale's woul~n·t carry it 
The rules of Women'.s Lib? because two Black prls on the 
state that in .. bargaining senions., counter COIJ!plained-if th~y had 
players ... may ·bribe, kick, bite, taken the time to play 1t they 
scratch buy votes.:.~•i etc." would have seen there was 
· And apparently to make s.;re that nothing wrong with the game." 
no supporter of thb women's ~I the makers of these ga~es 
liberation movem~nt buys the ~.laim_ that they ~.re promotmg 
_ game . in error. its box cover is so~al aw~renC511 rather than 
adorned with a picture of a naked makmg profits. 
woman. · .. · . · Among the other games on the 
One 'i>htY,°ing · sltuation that" market with alleged "social 
:.You're -~pp~d to solve in The awareness" themes are Dirty 
. Wei/a~ Gflme is this one: "You Water, Who Can Beat Nixon?, 
are in engineer and you suddenly Feds 'N' Heads - The Gam~ ~I 
,
01
~_.,yo_.~qob due ~o cutbacks in Pot Luck, Ecology, The c,r,es 
1j,.µi~naSJ'.f?.Space)ndustry. Unable to._ ,Game, ;md The Ra~ Race. . . 
. "f91d ~ job -you run out· of your .. _ .. Poverty. pollution, pn:Jud1ce, 
:.,1memployment checks; you lose police brutalit~-you n~me it a~d 
•c·your horn~; you go on welfare. you, can ~lay 1t. And 1f the dice 
What do you do that makes you aren t roUmg your way, .you can 
SSi000,000 in six years time? See always try real life. 
a···._,.(.'.•' ',. 
.,.,. 
. ·<Back ·To ·Th~· 
Smoke. :.Filled. ROOms 
by Dave Tobias 
N ationar convention time is -
still two to three months away, 
but a little last informaiion before 
we're out of here could be helpful 
in the long run. The Democratic 
National Convention is now 
scheduled to be held in Miami, 
between July 10th and 1Sth. 
Hopefully the bo55e5 won't have 
already chosen the candidate by 
that time, so a little support for 
the candidate of your choke 
might still be helpful. 
The Grand Old Party· has not 
yet decided where to hold its gala 
festivities this year, ostensibly . to 
ward off extensive planning in 
advance by .. militant leftists". 
While no ,one who knows is 
talking, th~ San Diego Convention 
Coalition is fairly sure that the 
convention site will be in Miami, 
site of the 1968 fiasco when 
Nixon was .. nominated". 
Apparently the combination of 
militants' plans, a request for over 
S 900,000 in expenditures for 
additional police and equipment, 
and general dissatisfaction by the 
San Diego city fathers (who never 
wanted the convention in the first 
place) is prompting the move to 
sunny Florida. Apparently the 
Prez will have to be satisfied with 
commuting from Key Biscayne, 
inste-Jd of San Clemente. 
For more information on what 
the Zippies and other 
anti-organizations are up to, write 
the San Diego Convention 
Coalition, Box 8267, San Diego, 
California, 92103. Support their 
candidate-a big, red, ugly rock. 
It's an alternative, of sorts. 
0 
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Free Classifieds 
Continued 
APTS. "OR RE.NT (cont.) 
Anyone Interested In llwlnt In a 
four-man Qarc11n apt. ower the summer 
pleue contlet Seth at Jd:117 CM' 
274-:1317 . 
APTS. WANTED 
Apartment wanted close to 
Colle,etown If poulble. One man with 
Pet. SIIO or under. Contact Ric 
277-072&. 
ROOMMATES WANTED .. 
Two roommates (female) nHded for 
September, Colle11town Ylclnlty 
apartment. Call 277-3122. 
'Fall term '72 only, off-campus IIYl119. 
Call Dinah at x2127 or 273 9753 
Wanted: two roommates, male or 
female Int-tell In large apt. or house 
In 1c area. can x:1101. 
Roommate wanted for fall •12. Share 
two bedroom apt. Close to 1c. ses, 
lncllldll utllUles. Call Dennis ennlnp 
at S39•1144. 
ILDE OFFEljlED 
Lenlnt for Aflzo11a 
Riders wanted (tolns all or part way) 
to lllue drl.,lnt apd expe-. Would 
Hile to luwe May •• I, IO. If lllterntld 
can Tom 257~42. If not In ,_ 
..,._... and pit- no.). Or call Jim 
,x:1170. 
To our fd- Ra- and Toob: 
Toollntt 
Lo••, B. and M.L. 
itll.aca: 
vl.ai'1 laa1peai•1 lle&-e? 
A s~mmer newspaper by the Ithacan Publishing Co .• Inc. 
is going· to be .here this summer. 
are you? 
look .for-us. 
if you'd like to know more ... 
call: 274-3207, 
..... ·. 
or X3207 on the 1.C.: campus 
.. ·.: . .:. ., 
,. 
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.(: T"e Hi11slesln leln1.l111 
by Rock G. Braulter 
EDITORS NOTE: This is one individual's 
expression of his pe,rsonal experience as a 
homosexual. It does not necessarily reflect what 
everyone at the Ithacan regards as gay 
consciousness. 
Ha~le l 
"Guess who's coming to dinner" I said to my 
mother, two weeks after 1 had come out. 
She couldn t imagine. 1 let it be a surprise and 
the following night I brought home a gay friend. 
When I told my parents they were 
partfcularly and surprisingly cool about it. Being 
JewJSh helped bnng some humor into a ticklish 
situation. My mother dro.lly suggested that I could 
bring home any guy I wanted as long as he was 
Jewish and either a lawyer or doctor. My father 
added that it was my life to live. "As long as he is 
rich. I don't care," he added. 
It was when I didn't come home one night after 
spending the day in New York City that my 
mother had the shock of recognition that her son 
was actually gay. She hadn't really accepted it up 
till then. She cried because she thought I was 
unhappy. Or maybe it was because she was 
unhappy. But that feeling passed and soon she 
wanted to introduce me to her hairdresser. 
I've heard of matchmaking mothers but this 
was incredible! Mr. Bruce was a nice guy but such 
a lady. He ( she) was the epitome of what straight 
people conger up when they think of 
homosexuals. This one came equiped with lisp and 
bent wrist and a doily for a mind. 
1 suggested to all concerned that all Mr. Bruce 
should do b hair-it would be a lot safer for 
every body-~ostly me. 
A long about this time I happened into a 
situation which is typical in the gay world. 
Hassle II 
In the gay world there is a game pla}'eu .vhich 
provides nothing but heartaches for all 
PRESCRIPTION 
and 
N·ON 
PRESCRIPTION 
particiapants. It's called the Circle Game. Here's 
how it works: You need at least three players. 
Number one falls .. in love" with number two who 
in turn falls for number -three who follows suit by 
_ craving number one. Everyone.ends up unsatisfied, 
resentful, hurt, and confused. ·The war it finishes is 
usually a confrontation of all players at. an early 
morning rap session when truth becomes the 
unusual solution. If all the gay people involved are 
not sore losers, eah of them usually ends up as 
"sisters" or bosom buddies. 
The game is usually playe..._d accidently and by_ 
incurable romantics. Cest la vie. 
While recuperating from the Circle Game, I 
simultaneously endured yet another hassle. 
Hassle Hf · 
Gay bar life is lik, any bar life-usually a 
combination of boredom, depression, "beer, loud 
jukeboxes, more beer, and if you live in a small 
town such as Ithaca, the same tired faces. 
_Ad.mittedly the tired faces belong to friends but · 
they are tired nevertheless. The gay person is 
interested when he comes to the bar to find 
another p~rty to whome he may pass affection, 
i.e., a good lay. 
Now i( the gay person comes to the bar night 
after night and only sees his friends, they begin to 
blend into the woodwork or as is the case at the. 
local gay hangout (Morries on Eddy Street) they 
blend into the tacky bricks. 
Gay bar life in the large cities is a lot less 
cliquish and considerably more "cruisey". 
"Cruising" is the term used to describe the gay 
persons shopping for a mate for the after bartime 
activity, i.e., a good lay. 
Ever since Christmas, Ithaca has really been 
without what could be called a Gay bar. Two 
weeks before Chiristmas some "queens" from-
Coming arrived at Marries and began to dance 
rather obscenely. The next day, Morrie, who has . ..,. 
had his run ins with gay people, posted a NO 
DANCING sign in his bar. Things haven't been the 
same since. About this same time (Christmas) I 
Continued on Page 35. 
Prohibition Hour 
•-.6 •very dily 
c/os•d Ta•sday.. 
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-COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE- · 
,Marrinis and Manhattans,, 
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Contin11ed from Page 34 
· had my next hassle: telling m~ straight friends I 
was not straight. 
. . Hassle IV 
It really wasn't that difficult and they were 
quite accepting,They said lil effect I should do m·y 
thing and it 'Yas cool that I° was honest enough to 
~II them: W~ still remain good friends . 
. ........ . _.-. 
Coming out can _mean for many a considerable 
boost ·in, their sexual lives.- For :me, it meant 
cleaning sheets every other-day, looking at people 
in the' morning ·who were just a·s well covered up 
by the darkness of the night. and a gigantic liquor 
bill. 
It meant reveling in delight upon learning that 
yet another close classmate had come out finally 
also. That the· jock you thought was humping 
those chicks was really ·balling with some guy. 
That the professor who had a wife and a ·kid was 
having an affair-with another male professor. 
Being gay · meant learning ·the varied uses of 
Vasoline Petroleum Jelly, adding cHapters to the. 
Kama Sutra, and dancing a slow dance without 
getting clammy hands. 
· Comihg out meant not having to make up 
• excuses to my father or mother about why I 
wasn't married, why I di~n't date much, and why J 
never talked about itirls much. · 
I 
-·, 
..... 
Being gay also meant meeting VERY influential 
people in sh&w business and knowing the business 
of show people (and knowing it well). 
And of course, being gay meant being able to 
know two worlds-the gay one and the straight. 
one and get pleasures out of each. 
Ninety percent of the gay world centers 
around sex. Becuase gay people have an 
accentuated interest in sex·. they are constantly 
preoccupied, with the thought of it. 
Some friends asked me if l wanted to play some 
football. I _rejoinered: Does it have any sex in it? 
They said no. I replied: What type of stupid game 
is that. 
After food and sleep. sex is the most enjoyable 
experience I know-and if _you can· combine all 
three. it's sheer ecstacy. 
As an added plus to coming out and being 
totally gay, you know you won't have to pay for 
getting a .woman pregnant. Abortions these days 
are just so expensive. 
Of course, be'ing gay and having an active sex 
life means you aJways, btit always have to be 
clean. In fact, I have. to close this right now:You 
see, I have to take another shower (my third 
today)-so it's off to the-men's locker room . 
Goodbye for now-I'll be seeing you. 
Juicy. 
~-. ,·~ 
. ·~ . 
oranges. Lemons. Limes Gallo 
mixes all these flavors together In 
good red wtne to create Spanada 
Chill It. Or splash it on the rocks. 
Just bite into a-slice of Spanada. You·11 
know why we call It juicy. 
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Parking Lot· Replcace~ Track 
.,,. J 
Ithaca <::ollcge prides itself in having 
one of the finest schools of physical 
education in the East. With this in mind. 
one would expect facilities that are 
befitting a college or university. There is 
no doubt that one is impressed with the 
gymnasium, pool an~ baseball field. 
However, in my eyes this is as far as it 
goes. The Athletic Department and 
administration ought to be ashamed of 
the facilities for track. While the gym 
• and library lobbies are decorated with 
pretty colored pictures of IC's best 
athl«ites in action, the membei:s of the 
track team have been left with one 
bulldozed track, two wooden weight 
circles and a pole vauit and high jump 
pit located in a parking lot that was 
by Dave fem 
supposed to be the eight-lane weather 
track. Only at IC could a school allocate 
its money for a needless parking lot over · 
a desperately needed ·track. Latest count 
reveals that a total .of. 47 cars are 
currently using the new lot which is , 
located in back of the tennis courts. 
It is obvious that the institution values 
the automobile over the physical 
attributes of a track. It is also obvious 
that there is money within the school. 
For we still have enough to generate the 
fountains that do little but impress. 
parents. We have the money to send the 
baseball team to Virginia or the· crew 
team ·to Philadelphia, but trackmen are 
left with no home. • · 
This -season. runners have 'been 
ex -ected ·10 practice at 3:00 p.m. on 
r 
{ .. ' ~.-
Cornell's practice. track. It is impossible '. . , . 
for many to make it at that time .. : ... 
Members are expected to indure /a .. 
season comprised of road meets. The . 
_Athletic o·epartment should seriously .c • •• 
consider their priorities. The members·. ~ 
of the team refuse to be treated like a Jr. · 
High organization. For a school that.. · 
prides itself in molding good athletes, · 
there -is a great deal lacking within the . -
IC athletic department. · 
There-was _good nucleus in this year~s · , . 
trade team. It would be a shame to . 
. '- disband the sport at this time. We have 
been losers on the score board and the .. 
departn;ient's priority· list long enough., · 
it·- is· time something was done to··. 
improve the track program at 1c;· 
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT 
I: s- elte 
Tire Value 
4SIZES ... $ 
ONE LOW 
PRICE! 
50 
, · tubeless whitewall 
plus Fed. Ex. Tax 
If sled below. 
ALL PRICES, PLUS EXCHANGE TIRE 
. ' 
_SIZES FIT~ Chevy, Ford, Plym~utW, 
Vega, Pinto, Chevelle, Mustang, 
. Fire~ird, Dart ••• and ·more! 
General.Calibrated• JUMBO 78_0.._;;:;;;;:::;~ 
• GLASS/BELTED 
SIZE REPLACES 
A78-13 6.50-13 
E78-14 7.35-14 
F78-14 7.75-14 
F78-15 7.75-15 
FED. EX. TAX 
$1.78 
-
$2.34 
$2.52 
$2.58 
.. 
NEW CAA TIRES! These are the tires 
that are original -equipment on '72 
cars in every division of Detroit's big 
. 3 auto makers. 
"'Charge it at ISIIID,. 
· General-Tire.:·~---
HURRY .• ·• Sa.le ends May _.13.-;; 
r , 
IIIAIN CNICIC: Should our- aupply of aome sizes or lines run sh~~ during this e;.n,, we will hon~r any ordera placed now for future delivery al the advartiHd pt1~;. ;; 
._ SHOCK ABSORBERS 
c>SALE!, 
BUY 3 FOR S12.95 EACH, TH.E EVERYDAY LOW·. 
SELLING PRICE,-GET1'.HE4th F()R 1' · 
MOST CARS - INCLUDES INSTALLATION 
HURRY . .. O~f:1 ENDS 5-31 .. 72 
:., .rf General JATO,SUPER 100 . ,:; 
~OLF BA~L$-_~-,: ~ 
Tough Ouralon culless cover! 
Energized 'PB center! · 
'High tension winding.for :... 
maximum flight! ·- . . 
:_::~ BA,Ll;S13~. 
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1 he women ·s lacrosse team 
hosted Hartwick on April 18, and 
won their, third game of the 
season. With a final score of 25-0, 
Ithaca's goalie, Pat Burgess, 
boasted her first "perfect game." 
High scorer for Ithaca was 
Janice Kirkpatrick with IO goals. 
Leigh Buck scored and additional 
seven and Sally Scatton and Sarah 
Montgomery the remainder, with 
four each. · 
The entire team, both offense 
and defense, played well and 
apprentices Stevie Dobson, Pat 
Fabozzi, Dec Hoffman, and 
Nancy Reeve ·enjoyed their first • 
real game play. 
On April 20, Lock Haven State 
College in Pennsylvania met with 
Ithaca College to play lacrosse 
despite the cold rainy weather. 
The game started with Leigh 
Bu ck ~coring for Ithaca. Lock 
Haven soon scored to tie lhe game 
but Leigh Buck scored again 
. making the score 2-1. Next it was 
Lock Haven ·s turn to score and 
they did, six goals in a row. 
In the second half, scoring for 
Ithaca were Nancy Butler and 
Leigh Buck. each with one goal. 
Lock Haven scored five goals in 
this half, making the final margin 
12-4. 
Each play of the game started 
in Ithaca's favor, with center Mary 
Johnston winning 17 draws for 
Six In 
Pros 
Ithaca College wiJI have six 
former athletes working in 
professional haschall. soccer and 
foothaJI thi~ summer if all goes 
well. 
Already, three lthacans arc 
competing in Minor League 
baseball. Pitcher Paul Patterson 
(Canton. N.Y.I is hurling for 
Appleton 111 I he ('la~~ A Midwest 
League, while Catcher Dom 
Gaudioso ( Copiague. N. Y.). i~ 
working for Quinl·y in the CJJss A 
Florida State League. 
Sl· niors Stew Klingman ~nd 
Rusty Flook. who were three-
year lettermen for thl' varsity 
sol.:Cl'r team at IC hav1.: accepted 
offers to play for the Cincinnati 
te·am of thi.: American Profi.:s.,;ional 
Soccer League this summer. 
In addition. quarti.:rback Doug 
Camp bell will be in the New 
England Patriots football camp 
seeking a sport on the final roste~. 
either at quarterback. offensive 
Cl 
Women plan their lacrosse strategy. 
IC', but th~ough good checking on 
Lock Haven ·s part Ithaca lost her 
advantage. 
Determined to win their last 
ga_me of the season and to beat a 
Pennsylvania team, the women's 
lacrosse team challenged Penn 
State on Saturday, April 22. 
The game began with a goal for 
Ithaca but Penn State tied it up 
shortly thereafter. Again Ithaca 
scored and Penn State likewise. At 
ha I ft i m c the 'score tallied 5-3 
Ithaca. 
After a fine minute halftime, 
· play resumed. Leigh Buck scored 
quickly for Ithaca and the rest of 
the team followed suit, ending the 
half with sevl'n goals for lt_haca 
and, due to a superb defensive 
effort, none for Penn State. 
Leigh Buck led in the scoring 
with four, Janice Kirkpatrick and 
Nancy Buttler followed with three 
apiece and Sarah Montgomery and 
Sally . Scatton each added one 
goal.. . 
The entire team played well 
with Nancy Buttler sparking the 
offense in the second half and 
Karen , Semon tightening the 
defense. 
With a final score of 12-3 
Ithaca, the team ended its season 
with a 4-1 record. Since there are 
no scn.iors, the team will return 
next year with an extra year of. 
experience which could aid them 
towards a~_undefeated season. -~, 
The entire team thanks coach 
Nancy Hicks for her time and 
effort given during the 1972 
Lacrosse season. 
Three To Captain 
.. ·IC Hoc~y --: 
lhrce sophomores from Mrs. it:0\ert Driscoll-of 201 
Mas.,;achusctts, Bobby Driscoll of <:omin0dwcalth_.Av1mw..;. ·in. -W,est 
West Concord, Dennis Egan from Concord·, and is .. a 1970 graduate 
B e v c r I y and Tom Vi 11 a of of Concord-Ca-i-lislc High School, 
Wcllc~ley, have been elected where he played his hockey under 
trkaptains of the 1972-73 Ithaca Don Bova. · 
College varsity hockey team. Egan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Driscoll. who was tic~ for ilie John Egan, Jr. of ·14 ·Tyler Road 
team scoring lead this past winter, in Beverly. and is a 1970 graduate 
centered the second line, which of Beverly High School, where he 
also included Villa _in the right played under George Kinally. 
· wing slot. Villa, who played under John 
Both arc rated outstanding Pierson at Wellesley and Mike 
penalty killers. and arc capable of Chukas at Vermont Academy. is 
playing all three forward positions the son of Mr and Mrs. Louis 
as well as def!,!llSC according lo Villa of 34 Halsey Av!!nuc in 
head coach i-:orbcs .Keith. Wellesley. He is· a- 1969 graduate 
Egan was the team's leading of Wellesley High School. 
dcfenscman last season, both in Driscoll and Egan are- majoring 
performance and time played. in Physical Education at Ithaca, 
All three players have carncd while Villa is .a Health 
two letters at IC. Administration major." 
CONGRATULA TJONS CLASS OF '72 
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The Ithaca College ~o~e~·s·.· hits. 
Softball Team_ captured the First Coach Doris ·Kostrinsky f 
N. Y.S. Softball Tournament that the IC team had the ability 
Championship by defeating win tlie state tournament becau 
Albany State 21-2 ,in the- final..::·. of the particularly strong pitchi 
game. and batting. 'The team was real 
In the first game, Ithaca up for the weekend and the enti 
defeated Albany State· by a score team was going all· out . for t 
of 21-1 .. Capturing offensive win. They played like·winnc 
honors were Nancy. Bilodeau during the e~tire season a 
(1.000) and Sue Kennedy (l.000). deserved the title." 
'Defensive honors went to· Kit In overall toµrnament tota 
Buell for her fine fielding. . Sue ~ennedy (.~-14), Pant Schul 
The second game saw Ithaca Nancy Bilodeau (.60 I) 
stop Oneonta t0-11, after 8~533) led the team 
overcoming a seven run deficit in batting; Pam Schule and Lin 
the third inning. Offensive honors Korp led the Ithacans in. RB 
w~nt to P~m Schute _(1.000). with 14and 12respectively;·wh1 
Linda Korp (.667) and ~ue _ Linda Korp Jed the team 
Kennedy ( 1.000) Defensive. putouts.with 24. Total: the·tea 
honors went lo Sue ·Bl~nchar~ on scored 6 5 . runs, · battered pitch~ 
a n e x c e 11 en t P'i t ch I n g . for 59.hits at 135 AB and stole . 
performance. bases. 
The semi-finals, th~ best game _ • 
of the tournament; ·put Ithaca M--ag'"•An 
against a very· ·anxio~ B'rockpc;irt• · ' ·--...ia: .V 
team. Ithaca maintained its .J~\d " · · · 
throughout the gaipe,, .qut.f.~~~ - .. , I 0·: -dS;:;; : margin dwindleli from 3-0-~ititlie ,... . · . 
fourth · inning to 3~1 and then 
again in the sixth when Brockport N'. -- •m' =-e: ·n· 
picked up another run to make it _ e,1 . 
-3-2. Defensive honors went to .,._, 
Pam Schule and Michele Block o·n Sophomore Bob M~'rigione 
fine fielding plays. Watchung, N.J. has been elect 
In the final game Ithaca played captain of the.-1972 l!haca·Colle 
the winner of- the consolation tennis team. · · · .,. · · 
finals-Albany S~ate-defeating Ma ngoine playe~ in ti 
them again by an almost ide_ntical number three singtes::;,;positi 
score of 21-2. Offensive honors both as a fr es h·n1'4 n a 
went to Kit Buell (.800), Pam sophomore. In addition.,, he h 
Schute (.600), Nancy Bilodeau been a member of the· nuinb 
(.600) and Linda Korp (.500). two Ithaca doubles teanti 
Defensive -.honors • went io Sue A Physical Educiitfon,rnajor 
BI an chard on an excellent Ithaca, Mangione is the son ofl\ 
pitching performance. Overall, and Mrs. Dominic ~~ngf9..ne of I 
Sue pitched I 7~gs. ·gave up . Sunlit Drive in Watchuq;- He is 
only three earned ni"iis; struck out' _1970 graduate of Watchung Hi 
16~ walked JO lllld P._Ve _u_n 16 gegional Hi~ School;·_··' 
A·ihle~s 
oJTle 
Week~1 
. . ._ ~ ~· i l!i 
Lacrosse attackmen,--Jim 
and Ted Greves-- llhd'-b 
standout .. Dave Hollowell: 
been selected as the Ithaca-<:·-
.. Athletes of the Week" for 
performances during the peri' 
April 24-29. . 
Shaw, a junior, set a' 
College career scoring ·reco •· 
netting 13 goals and. five 
_last week, _and·now has.·1~J 
points. · · 
Gre.ves is the·. son .or.-~_ 
Mrs. George .Greves·-·oY 
.P.~ r ch e_st er S.t::,r.t 
-· _N1agara-on-the-Lak~' liict:. 
I ~6f sraciµate oY. Niap . . ' 
School.· ... :: - . · ' ·_ '-·~-:I_ 
·. ·Hpllowell is the son :-'Qf-
Stanley·· Gay · o{_ )2);asi;; 
.. , :Street· in Canisteo,. and• is..-· 
• ~ = ·. p,idwiie ~of Canisteo '-Centiill 
·. _.. -/ ,: ·;'. =-~~·--.:.<, .. :;. ·< .. • ..:: ... ):~·~Jr 
: ffi~~ ,1'! :.Th·: h ~::. ,...-,9!!~. 
J. •~ ?, ... ~: -~ ~I, .,. I "< 
~ ..... ,·. "'.: 
_ _j 
~::1·. .. ,, ~. -- .!'.J 
1;~9 'Campbell Selected As 
:.,.~.--. ··Athlete 0-f The Year·~ 
'.fhe Terrace Dining---Hall was 
· .the.site of the annual Va'rsity Ciub 
Banquet held last -Tuesday night 
at :'7:30 p.m. The yearly diwier is 
Ithaca College's "Athletic Awards 
.Sho.w" and is attended by 
,members of the school's 14 
·1Varsity 'teams .as well as faculty, 
administration and guests. 
· Varsity Club president Geoff 
Wright did the honors as 1naster of 
·.ceremonies and introduced the 
speakers as well as the award 
p~senters. Guest speaker Monte. 
Irvin, a member of the New York 
baseball Giants from 1950-55 and 
now on the staff of the -Baseball 
Commissioner, spoke on his-times 
in the major 'leagues, his 
· as.wciation with super-star Willie 
-Ma·ys., and of an athlete's 
dedication to sport. Mr. Irvin also 
accepted a plaque from the 
Varsity: Club for his contributions 
. to athletics. . 
When the awards were handed 
out,' the name of the evening_ 
. migbt have been changed to 
. "Doug Campbell night". Ithaca's 
. AU-American quarterback walked 
away with trophies signifying him 
· as lthllca College's .. Athlete of the 
Year" and the Most Valuable 
Player in ·football, plus an 
All-American plaque and two 
special awards from radio station 
WTKO for his outstanding 
football career at lC. For the first 
time ever, the Athlete of the Year 
balloting was so close, that a 
runner-up trophy was presented 
to Bill Kleinfelder. Other 
All-American plaques were 
presented to football's Bob. 
Wojnar, and basketball's Dave 
Hollowell. 
Among the Most Valuable 
Player awards· in the other sports 
·were: Steve Klingman, soccer; 
Mike Post, cross country; 
Hollowell, basketball; Jim Coseo, 
hockey; Jack Greene, wrestling; 
Jim Stahl and Phil Hopfe, 
swimming; Craig Kolloff and Lee 
Multari, gymnastics; Geoff 
\. 
· Burnham, tennis; "Golden Bear"· 
Bob Moro, golf; and Jimmy Shaw, 
lacrosse. · 
"Comeback of the Year" 
award, for returning after an 
injury, went to Dick Collins;while 
the Brian Truhn Scholar-Mhlete 
·Award was handed to Dave Riehl 
and Dave Hollowell. Baseball's 
"Bucky Freeman Award" was 
presented to Geoff Wright, and 
the "Unsung Hero Award" of 
1971-71 went to Peter Ewanicki, 
a member of perhaps the school's 
most dedicated sport, varsity 
crew. 
As always, Phil Langan did an 
outstanding job· in preparations, 
and the presentations went off 
without a hitch. Congratulations. 
to the -winners, and to everyone 
who participated in ·1971-72 
Ithaca College athletics. 
Dawe Hon-•H .. ts the .. Brian Trulln Award" from Father Qraf. 
Carp Wood praMnb Jim Sllaw with the award 
tor lacrosse's Most Valuable Player 
· -·' ·-'d.ott Wrltllt nci.ms tlle .. Bucky l'rNman Award" from Mr. l'reeman • 
. ·--- . 
r· 
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"Athlete Of The Vear" Douglas Lee Campbell. 
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Photo by Robert Cohan 
Monte lnln, former New Vork Giant, was the ewenlng•s guest speaker. 
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®PIONEER 50WATT 
AM-FM .STEREO RECEIVER 
Now you don't have to settle for economy 
. sound reproduction because you thought 
yo4,couldn't afford the real thing. The 
new 50 watt Pioneer SX-424, with more 
.power, performance and features, is 
··everything you've ever wanted in quality 
; ~!-fi. The latest i'n FET/IC circuitry 
, delivers great reception even from weak 
'_ ~nd crowded FM stations. The SX-424 is 
completely versatile with a wide range of 
connections for: 2 pairs of speakers, · 
turntable, tape deck, cassette or 
cartridge player, headphones, 
microphone, 4-channel sound. Why buy a 
stripped down economy receiver, when 
you can get more of everything at this 
unbelievably low price. 
• -~ <r·;· .... ~- •• .. ·:.,,. ': ...... 
;;at;~»'• !',. 11i·, ··1 
C 
,, 
' (• ....... 
-
-· 
$ 95 
Whan rour roommate nears 
rour new Pioneer SX-424, \ 
he'll never na11ava ypu 
· Plld ODIY $179.95. 
•• I I 
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